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Abstra t
A novel logi program like language, weight onstraint rules, is developed for answer
set programming purposes. It generalizes normal logi programs by allowing weight
onstraints in pla e of literals to represent, e.g., ardinality and resour e onstraints
and by providing optimization apabilities. A de larative semanti s is developed whi h
extends the stable model semanti s of normal programs. The omputational omplexity of the language is shown to be similar to that of normal programs under the stable
model semanti s. A simple embedding of general weight onstraint rules to a small
sub lass of the language alled basi onstraint rules is devised. An implementation
of the language, the smodels system, is developed based on this embedding. It uses
a two level ar hite ture onsisting of a front-end and a kernel language implementation. The front-end allows restri ted use of variables and fun tions and ompiles
general weight onstraint rules to basi onstraint rules. A major part of the work
is the development of an eÆ ient sear h pro edure for omputing stable models for
this kernel language. The pro edure is ompared with and empiri ally tested against
satis ability he kers and an implementation of the stable model semanti s. It o ers
a ompetitive implementation of the stable model semanti s for normal programs and
attra tive performan e for problems where the new types of rules provide a ompa t
representation.

1

Introdu tion

Re ently, logi programs with the stable model semanti s have been put forward as a novel
paradigm for applying de larative logi programming te hniques [40, 44℄. In this approa h,
alled answer set programming (a term oined by Vladimir Lifs hitz), a problem is solved
by devising a logi program su h that the stable models of the program provide the answers
to the problem. Then an implementation of the stable model semanti s an be used to
ompute the answers, i.e., the stable models of the program. Answer set programming
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has been proposed as a methodology for solving, e.g., ombinatorial, graph, and planning
problems [5, 18, 36, 40, 44℄.
We illustrate answer set programming by showing how to solve the 3- oloring problem
using normal logi programs. This is the problem of nding an assignment of one of three
olors to ea h vertex of a graph su h that verti es onne ted with an edge do not have
the same olor. Given a graph, we introdu e three atoms v(1); v(2); v(3) for ea h vertex
v in the graph, intuitively meaning that the vertex v is olored with the olor 1; 2, or 3,
respe tively. Using these we build a program where for ea h vertex v we in lude the three
rules on the left and for ea h edge (v; u) the three rules on the right
v(1) not v(2); not v(3)
v(1); u(1)
v(2) not v(1); not v(3)
v(2); u(2)
(1)
v(3) not v(1); not v(2)
v(3); u(3)
Stable models are sets of ground atoms and, for instan e, the rst rule on the left says that
if neither v(2) nor v(3) is in a stable model, then v(1) is. Thus the rules on the left for e
ea h stable model to ontain one of v(1); v(2); v(3) for ea h vertex v in the graph. The
rst rule on the right ex ludes stable models ontaining both v(1) and u(1) and similarly
for the other two rules. Hen e, the rules on the right ex lude any stable model having
atoms v(n) and u(n) for some edge (v; u) in the graph where n 2 f1; 2; 3g. This implies
that a stable model of the program gives a legal oloring of the graph where a node v is
olored with the olor n i v(n) is in luded in the stable model.
This paper des ribes an implementation of the stable model semanti s alled the
smodels system whi h has been developed sin e 1995. The system is available at http:
//www.t s.hut.fi/Software/smodels/. smodels is dire tly usable for answer set programming. For instan e, the 3- oloring problem dis ussed above an be solved using
smodels by giving the logi program en oding of an instan e of the 3- oloring problem as
input and by letting smodels ompute a stable model of the program whi h in turn gives
dire tly a legal oloring of the graph. In fa t, smodels has already been employed in a
number of areas in luding planning [13, 44, 36℄, model he king [38℄, rea hability analysis [26℄, produ t on guration [59, 62, 60℄, dynami onstraint satisfa tion [58℄, logi al
ryptanalysis [1, 27℄, and network se urity [2℄.
Initially smodels supported only normal logi programs. When working towards appli ations we have observed that normal rules are inadequate for many interesting domains.
They la k expressivity to represent, e.g., hoi es over subsets as well as ardinality and
weight onstraints in a ompa t way. As an example onsider produ t on guration whi h
an be roughly de ned as the task of produ ing a orre t spe i ation, i.e., on guration,
of a produ t individual. A orre t on guration is a ombination of omponents taken
from a set of prede ned omponent types while respe ting a set of restri tions on ombining the omponent types. The set of omponent types and restri tions are de ned in
a on guration model of the produ t. The following example demonstrates some typi al
forms of knowledge in a on guration model.
Example 1.1. A simpli ed on guration model of a PC ould in lude the following.
There is a set of di erent types of IDE hard disks, software pa kages, and other omponents
that an be hosen to be parts of a PC. A PC must have from one to four IDE hard disks.
In addition, the software pa kages use and hard disks produ e disk spa e. Di erent types
of hard disks provide and di erent software pa kages use varied amounts of disk spa e.
The amount of disk spa e provided in a on guration must be larger than its use.
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Normal logi program rules or even disjun tive logi programs do not provide a ompa t representation for su h a on guration model. They la k onstru ts for representing
hoi es with lower and upper ardinality bounds among a set of alternatives, su h as for
the IDE devi es. In addition, resour e onstraints on a on guration exempli ed by disk
spa e annot be aptured onveniently.
In order to represent this type of knowledge we have devised a new rule language alled
weight onstraint rules. It extends normal logi programs by allowing weight onstraints
in pla e of literals in a rule. A weight onstraint an express a resour e onstraint as a
linear inequality written as a set of literals with asso iated weights. A useful spe ial ase
is a ardinality onstraint that an be used to represent a hoi e from a set of literals with
enfor ed ardinality limits. Furthermore, the language in ludes optimize statements for
nding the (lexi ographi ally) largest or smallest stable models with respe t to a sequen e
of ost fun tions expressed as sets of literals with weights.
We generalize the stable model semanti s of normal logi programs to weight onstraint
rules. The idea is to preserve the important properties of the semanti s, in parti ular, the
fa t that stable models are grounded, i.e., atoms are not in luded in a model without
grounds. However, we aim at a semanti s with no substantial in rease in omputational
omplexity when ompared to normal programs. In fa t, we show that for variable free
programs de iding whether a set of weight onstraint rules (without optimization) has a
stable model is NP- omplete as is the ase for normal programs. Despite similar omputational omplexity, weight onstraint rules provide a generalization of normal programs
with extra modeling power whi h seems to be hallenging to apture using normal rules.
Thus, weight onstraint rules an provide more on ise and maintainable programs.
We have identi ed an interesting simple sub lass of ground (variable free) weight onstraint rules alled basi onstraint rules whi h provides a sort of \normal form" of general
rules. This means that ground weight onstraint rules an be ompiled to basi onstraint
rules in a modular and faithful fashion without a signi ant in rease in the size of the
program. This sub lass plays an important role in our implementation of the weight onstraint rules, the smodels system, whi h is based on a two level ar hite ture onsisting of
a front-end and a kernel language implementation.
The front-end, the lparse program [63℄, ompiles the weight onstraint rules into the
kernel language, basi onstraint rules, so that the stable models orrespond. To in rease
the usefulness of the weight onstraint rules, we also allow variables and built-in fun tions in the front-end. For making the ompilation to basi onstraint rules e e tive we
require that all rules are domain-restri ted, a ondition guaranteeing nite domains for all
variables in the program.
A major part of the work has been the development of the kernel language implementation, the smodels program. It is an eÆ ient sear h pro edure for omputing stable
models of basi onstraint rules. The kernel language has been developed as a ompromise
between two obje tives. On one hand, enough expressivity should be provided in order to
represent in a ompa t way, e.g., ardinality and resour e onstraints. On the other hand,
the number of primitives should be kept small and the language simple for eÆ ien y of
the implementation. The ability to apture general weight onstraints indi ates adequate
expressivity. The use of the kernel language seems to simplify the overall implementation
and to keep the data stru tures and algorithms relatively un ompli ated. Moreover, the
two-level ar hite ture fa ilitates developing front-ends for other, possibly more appli ation
spe i , languages besides weight onstraint rules while taking advantage of the eÆ ien y
of smodels .
3

1.1

Contributions

This work has a number of key ontributions. We have devised a new rule language and
a orresponding extension of the stable model semanti s. We have identi ed a \normal
form", basi onstraint rules, for the general language and analyzed the omplexity of
relevant omputational problems. A major ontribution is the smodels algorithm for
omputing the stable models for basi onstraint rules. Here an important element is a
novel heuristi whi h was not found by experimentation but derived using the prin iple
that the sear h spa e should be minimized.
There are also novelties that on ern the eÆ ient implementation of the smodels algorithm. The rst ontribution is an implementation of lookahead that safely avoids testing
every literal for failure. This implementation makes the use of lookahead feasible. The
se ond ontribution de reases the amount of work needed when pruning the sear h spa e.
It onsists of the use of sour e pointers and strongly onne ted omponents in a key part
of the entral pruning fun tion, expand , whi h also provides an eÆ ient implementation
of the well-founded semanti s [66, 56℄ for ground programs.
1.2

Related Work

The stable model semanti s of normal logi programs is a form of nonmonotoni reasoning that is losely related to default logi of Reiter [50, 39℄, ir ums ription of M Carthy [41, 42, 35℄, and autoepistemi logi of Moore [43, 24℄. While extended rules in
this work are novel, there are some analogous onstru tions in the literature. Weight onstraint rules an be seen as a generalization of disjun tive programs under the possible
model semanti s [52℄. There is some similarity to the stable model semanti s of disjun tive logi programs [49℄ but the semanti s are fundamentally di erent (see Se tion 4).
Sin e the optimize statements lexi ographi ally order the stable models, they an be used
for prioritized reasoning. Priorities have previously been used to lexi ographi ally order
rules [51, 5℄ and to order atoms [53℄.
If we look in a broader ontext, then nding a stable model is a ombinatorial sear h
problem. Other forms of ombinatorial sear h problems in lude propositional satis ability, onstraint satisfa tion, onstraint logi programming and integer linear programming
problems, and some other logi programming approa hes su h as np-spe [6℄ and d s [16℄.
The di eren e between these formalisms and the stable model semanti s is that they do
not in lude default negation. In addition, all but the last two are monotoni . In [25℄
several types of aggregates are integrated to Datalog in a framework based on stable models in order to express dynami programming optimization problems using logi programs
with hoi e onstru ts. However, only strati ed negation is allowed.
Sin e the stable model semanti s has be ome a standard method for supplying semanti s to nonmonotoni logi programs, there is onsiderable interest in automating its omputation. The earliest methods for nding stable models were based on the truth maintenan e system of Doyle [15℄ and the assumption-based TMS of deKleer [11℄, see [19, 20, 48℄.
One of the rst algorithms that took advantage of the well-founded semanti s [66℄ was the
one presented in [31℄ and generalized in [32℄. Lately, more spe ialized algorithms have
been developed [3, 61, 7, 12, 8, 21℄. From an algorithmi standpoint the progenitor of the
smodels algorithm is the Davis-Putnam (-Logemann-Loveland) pro edure [10℄ for determining the satis ability of propositional formulas. Se tion 9 in ludes detailed omparisons
of the more advan ed previous algorithms and smodels .
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There are a number of implementations of de larative semanti s of logi programs already available. For example, the XSB system [67℄ is a WAM-based full logi programming
system supporting the well-founded semanti s. LDL++ [69℄ is a dedu tive database system based on the stable model semanti s supporting hoi e onstru ts and user de ned
aggregates but only for strati ed programs. There are also systems supporting full stable
model semanti s. The DeReS system [65℄ was originally developed as a system for omputing extensions of Reiter's default logi but now in ludes tools tuned for omputing stable
models of normal logi programs.
The dlv [30℄ and smodels systems have been developed spe ially for omputing stable models of logi programs. They both use a two-level ar hite ture where rules with
variables are ompiled to a set of ground rules preserving stable models and then an implementation for the ground rules is employed. The main di eren e is that dlv handles
disjun tive logi programs. In dlv onsiderable emphasis has been pla ed on integrating dedu tive databases te hniques to the grounding phase, e.g., for evaluating re ursive
strati ed programs eÆ iently. Moreover, dlv supports weak onstraints [5℄ and ontains
front-ends, e.g., for planning, abdu tive reasoning, and diagnosis. The smodels system
does not handle disjun tive rules and has not been optimized for re ursive database appliations. However, it supports ardinality and weight onstraints for rules with variables
as well as onstru ts for solving optimization problems. In Se tion 9 the algorithms for
the ground rules used in smodels and dlv are ompared.
1.3

Outline of the Paper

The weight onstraint rules and their stable model semanti s are presented in Se tion 2.
In Se tion 3 the omplexity of the main de ision and fun tion problems related to weight
onstraint rules is analyzed. The relationship of weight onstraint rules to other formalisms
is dis ussed in Se tion 4, on entrating on other forms of logi programs and lassi al
propositional logi . Se tion 5 introdu es basi onstraint rules and shows how to translate
general ground weight onstraint rules to this sub lass. Se tion 6 gives an overview of how
the smodels system implements general weight onstraint rules in luding variables and, in
parti ular, how rules with variables are mapped to basi onstraint rules. In Se tion 7 a key
element of the implementation, the smodels pro edure, that omputes stable models for
basi onstraint rules is developed. The implementation of smodels is des ribed in greater
detail in Se tion 8. In Se tion 9 we ontrast smodels with the Davis-Putnam pro edure
for testing satis ability of propositional formulae and with other advan ed algorithms for
omputing stable models. In Se tion 10 we ompare smodels with some propositional
satis ability he kers and the dlv system by running experiments on random satis ability
problems and on Hamiltonian y le problems. Finally, on lusions and topi s for further
resear h are presented in Se tion 11.
2

Weight Constraint Rules

In this se tion we introdu e weight onstraint rules, a generalization of normal logi programs. The idea is to use weight onstraints (instead of atoms) as basi building blo ks
for rules. First we treat ground rules. We present their syntax and semanti s. Constru ts
for expressing optimality riteria, a natural extension of the weight onstraints, are then
in orporated into the language. In the last part of this se tion, we brie y present our
approa h to extending the weight onstraint rules with variables and built-in fun tions.
5

2.1

Syntax of Weight Constraint Rules

In order to onstru t weight onstraint rules we start from a set Atoms of ground atomi
formulae, or atoms. However, atoms are not employed dire tly to build rules but they are
used in weight onstraints of whi h rules are onstru ted. A weight onstraint is of the
form
l  fa1 = wa1 ; : : : ; an = wan ; not b1 = wb1 ; : : : ; not bm = wbm g  u
(2)
where ea h ai; bj is an atom. We all a literal an atom b or a not-atom not b. Ea h
literal in a onstraint has an asso iated weight, e.g., in (2) wb1 is the weight of the
literal not b1 . The numbers l and u give the lower and upper bounds of the onstraint,
respe tively. The weights and bounds an be real numbers, i.e., also negative weights are
allowed.1 We denote by lit(C ) the set of literals in a weight onstraint C . Intuitively, a
weight onstraint is satis ed by a set of atoms S if the sum of weights of those literals
in fa1 ; : : : ; an ; not b1; : : : ; not bmg that are satis ed by S is between the bounds l and u.
Either of the bounds an also be omitted in whi h ase the missing lower bound is taken
to be 1 and the missing upper bound 1.
A weight onstraint rule is an expression of the form
C0 C1 ; : : : ; Cn
(3)
where ea h Ci is a weight onstraint. A weight onstraint rule program is a set of su h
rules.
We introdu e useful short hands for spe ial ases of weight onstraints. We all a
ardinality onstraint an expression of the form
l fa1 ; : : : ; an ; not b1 ; : : : ; not bm g u

whi h is a short hand for the weight onstraint with all weights equal to one:
l  fa1 = 1; : : : ; an = 1; not b1 = 1; : : : ; not bm = 1g  u :
We denote by a literal l the simple weight onstraint 1  fl = 1g. Hen e, we an write
rules su h as
2  fa = 8; b = 2; not = 4g  11 b; 2 fnot d1 ; not d2 ; not d3 g
(4)
where di erent kinds of short hands are used.
We let an integrity onstraint
C1 ; : : : ; C n
(5)
be a short hand for a rule with an unsatis able head onstraint C0, say 1  fg.
Finally, we introdu e some on epts that are used throughout the work. For an atom
a, let not (a) = not a, and for a not-atom not a, let not (not a) = a. For a set of literals
A, de ne not (A) = fnot (a) j a 2 Ag, A+ = fa 2 Atoms j a 2 Ag, A = fa 2 Atoms j
not a 2 Ag, and Atoms (A) = A+ [ A . For a program P , de ne Atoms (P ) = Atoms (L),
where L is the set of literals that appear in the program. A set of literals A is said to
over a set of atoms B if B  Atoms (A), and B is said to agree with A if A+  B and
A  Atoms B .
1 However, in the urrent implementation only integer weights are supported.
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2.2

Stable Model Semanti s

Models of weight onstraint rules are sets of ground atoms similar to models of normal
programs. A model S is said to satisfy an atom a if a 2 S and not a if a 62 S . Next we
de ne when a model satis es a weight onstraint program.
De nition 2.1. A set of atoms S satis es a weight onstraint C of the form (2), denoted
by S j= C , i l  w(C; S )  u, where
X
X
w(C; S ) = wai + wbi
ai 2S

bi 62S

is the sum of the weights of the literals in C satis ed by S .
A rule C0 C1; : : : ; Cn is satis ed by S (S j= C0 C1; : : : ; Cn) i S satis es C0
whenever it satis es ea h of C1; : : : ; Cn. A program P is satis ed by S (S j= P ) if ea h
rule in P is satis ed by S .
Example 2.2. Consider the weight onstraint C in the head of the rule (4) for whi h
w(C; fa; b; g) = 8 + 2 = 10 and w(C; fag) = 8 + 4 = 12. So fa; b; g j= C but fag 6j= C .
Now, the idea is to de ne a stable model of a weight onstraint rule program as a set of
atoms that satis es the program and whi h is grounded (or justi ed ) by it. By this we mean
that every atom in a stable model is grounded by the rules in the program, i.e., has a nonir ular justi ation. For example, onsider a rule 2  fa = 2g  3 1  fa = 1g  2
whi h is satis ed by a model fag. However, in this model the atom a has only a ir ular
justi ation.
We formalize the justi ability property by suitably generalizing the on epts of a redu t
for a normal program [24℄ and its dedu tive losure. For weight onstraint rules, the redu t
turns out to be a set of rules in a spe ial form
h C1 ; : : : ; C n
(6)
where h is an atom and ea h onstraint Ci ontains only positive literals and has only a
lower bound ondition. We all su h rules Horn onstraint rules. The dedu tive losure
l(P ) of a set of Horn onstraint rules P an be de ned as the unique smallest set of atoms
losed under P in the same way as for de nite rules. The uniqueness is implied by the
fa t that Horn onstraint rules are monotoni , i.e., if the body of a rule is satis ed by a
model S , then it is satis ed by any superset of S .
Example 2.3. Consider a set of Horn onstraint rules P
a 1  fa = 1g
b 0  fb = 100g
6  fb = 5; d = 1g; 2  fb = 2; a = 2g
The dedu tive losure of P is fbg. If a rule
d 1  fa = 1; b = 1; = 1g
is added, then the losure is fb; d; g.
7

We point out that negative weights and negative literals are losely related. They an
repla e ea h other and that one is inessential when the other is available. In order to
keep the de nition of stable models as simple as possible we de ne stable models only for
rules with non-negative weights. A onstraint with negative weights is treated as a short
hand for an equivalent onstraint with non-negative weights obtained as follows. Given a
onstraint C
l  fa1 = wa1 ; : : : ; an = wan ; not b1 = wb1 ; : : : ; not bm = wbm g  u
with negative weights we an transform it using simple linear algebrai manipulation to
an equivalent form C 0 with non-negative weights
X
X
jwai j +
jwbi j 
l+
wai <0

wbi <0

bk = wbk ; : : : ; not al = jwal j; : : : g
fa| i ={zwa}i ; : : : ; b|j ={zjwbj}j; : : : ; not
{z
}
|
|
{z
}
wai 0

wbj <0

wbk 0

wal <0
X

u+

wai <0

jwai j +

X
wbi <0

jwbi j

where ea h negative weight and the asso iated literal is omplemented and the sum of
absolute values of all negative weights is added to the bounds. The equivalen e of C and
C 0 an be seen as follows. In order to eliminate a negative weight wal , we an transform
C to an equivalent onstraint by adding a pair
al = jwal j; not (al ) = jwal j
to C and in reasing its bounds by jwal j. The onstraint then ontains
al = wal ; al = jwal j; not (al ) = jwal j
whi h is equivalent to not (al ) = jwal j. Similarly, all negative weights wbi an be eliminated.
Example 2.4. Consider the rule
1  fa = 2g  2 1  fa = 4; not b = 1g  0
where we an eliminate the negative weights in the body using the method above. The
resulting rule is
1  fa = 2g  2 4  fnot a = 4; b = 1g  5 :
We introdu e the redu t for rules with non-negative weights in two steps. First we
de ne the redu t of a weight onstraint and then generalize this to rules.
De nition 2.5. The redu t C S of a weight onstraint C of the form (2) w.r.t. a set of
atoms S is the onstraint
l0  fa1 = wa1 ; : : : ; an = wan g
(7)
with the lower bound
X
l0 = l
wbi :
bi 62S
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Hen e, in the redu t all negative literals and the upper bound are removed. In addition,
the lower bound is de reased by the sum of the weights of the negative literals satis ed
by S to a ount for the ontribution of the negative literals towards satisfying the lower
bound.
Example 2.6. For a onstraint C
3  fa1 = 1; not b1 = 2; not b2 = 3g  5
its redu ts w.r.t. fb1 g and fb2 g are as follows
C fb1 g : 0  fa1 = 1g
C fb2 g : 1  fa1 = 1g
The redu t P S for a program P w.r.t. a set of atoms S is a set of Horn onstraint rules
whi h ontains a rule r0 with an atom p as the head if p 2 S and there is a rule r 2 P
su h that p appears in the head of r and the upper bounds of the onstraints in the body
of r are satis ed by S . The body of r0 is obtained by taking the redu t of the onstraints
in the body of r. Formally the redu t is de ned as follows.
De nition 2.7. Let P be a weight onstraint rule program and S a set of atoms. The
redu t P S of P w.r.t. S is de ned by

P S = p C1S ; : : : ; CnS j C0 C1 ; : : : ; Cn 2 P; p 2 lit(C0 ) \ S
and w(Ci; S )  u for all Ci of the form (2)
where i = 1; : : : ; n
Now a stable model of a program P is de ned as an atom set S that satis es all rules
of P and that is the dedu tive losure of the redu t of P w.r.t. S .
De nition 2.8. A set of atoms S is a stable model of a program P with non-negative
weights i the following two onditions hold:
(i) S j= P ,
(ii) S = l(P S ).
Example 2.9. Consider the program P
2  fb = 2; = 3g  4 2  fnot a = 2; b = 4g  5
The groundedness requirement (ii) guarantees that a stable model of a weight program is
a subset of the atoms appearing in the heads of the rules in the program, i.e., a subset of
fb; g in this ase. The empty set is not a stable model as ; 6j= P . The set fbg satis es P
but it is not a stable model of P : b is not grounded be ause the redu t P fbg is empty, as
the upper bound in the body of the rule is ex eeded. However, S = f g is a stable model
as S j= P and l(P S ) = f g where P S = f 0  fb = 4gg. In fa t, f g is the only stable
model of P .
2.3

Optimize Statements

In many appli ations optimization apabilities are needed: ea h feasible solution an be
assigned a ost and we are looking for an optimal solution, i.e., a feasible solution with
minimum or maximum ost. In order to support su h appli ations we extend the weight
onstraint rule language by introdu ing two optimize statements, the minimize statement
9

and its dual the maximize statement, in whi h the ost fun tions for stable models are
given as linear sums of weights of literals. A minimize statement M of the form
minimize fa1 = wa1 ; : : : ; an = wan ; not b1 = wb1 ; : : : ; not bm = wbm g
(8)
de lares that we want to nd a stable model S with the smallest weight
X
X
w(M; S ) = wai + wbi :
ai 2S

bi 62S

There an be several minimize statements whi h order the stable models lexi ographially a ording to the weights of the statements with the rst statement being the most
signi ant. More pre isely, let M1 ; : : : ; Ml be the sequen e of statements of the form
(8) in a program P . The ordering P for stable models is obtained by de ning that
S P S 0 holds i w(Mi ; S ) = w(Mi ; S 0 ) for all i = 1; : : : ; l or there is some j  l su h that
w(Mj ; S ) < w(Mj ; S 0 ) and w(Mi; S ) = w(Mi; S 0 ) for all i = 1; : : : ; j 1. We all a stable
model S of a program P optimal if for any other stable model S 0 of P , S P S 0.
Example 2.10. The optimal stable model of the program below is fbg.

The maximize statement

a not b
b not a
minimize fa = 1g
minimize fb = 1g

maximize fa = wa ; not b = wb g

is just another way to write minimize fa = wa; not b = wb g or equivalently minimize fa =
wa ; not b = k wb g where k  wa + wb if one wants to avoid negative weights. Noti e that negative weights in minimize statements an be eliminated using the te hnique
presented in Se tion 2.2.
Finally, we point out that multiple minimize statements with non-negative weights
an be written as one by suitably s aling the weights. The idea is that for a sequen e of
minimize statements M1 ; : : : ; Ml one minimize statement

k

1  M1 [    [ l  Ml

is formed where the weights of the rst (most signi ant) statement are multiplied by 1 ,
those of the se ond by 2 and so on. In order to preserve the lexi ographi ordering it is
enough to set l = 1 and require for i = 1; : : : ; l 1,
l

where

i>

l
X
j =l (i

w(M ) =

n
X
i=1

1)

j

w(Mj )

wa i +

m
X
i=1

wbi

is the sum of the weights in a minimize statement M of the form (8).
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(9)

Given a sequen e of minimize statements M1; M2
minimize fa1 = wa1 ; : : : ; an = wan g
minimize fb1 = wb1 ; : : : ; bm = wbm g
it is enough to set 2 = 1 and 1 = 2 2 w(M2) = 2 Pmi=1 wbi and write
minimize fa1 = 1 wa1 ; : : : ; an = 1 wan ; b1 = 2 wb1 ; : : : ; bm =

Example 2.11.

2.4

2 wbm g :

Weight Constraint Rules with Variables and Fun tions

Until now we have onsidered only ground weight onstraint rules, i.e., rules where all
literals are variable free. In many appli ations it would be impra ti al and error-prone to
manually write the ground rules that apture the solutions. Consider, e.g., rules (1) for the
3- oloring problem where there are three rules for ea h vertex and three rules for ea h edge
of the graph. Usually it is possible to produ e su h a set of ground rules automati ally
but this requires programming and makes maintaining and revising programs harder.
Hen e, it is useful to allow weight onstraint rules with variables. The stable model
semanti s an be extended to handle su h a program by treating a rule with variables as
a short hand for all its ground instantiations with respe t to the Herbrand universe of the
program. However, even normal logi programs are highly unde idable if fun tion symbols
are allowed. Here we present a pra ti al approa h to extending weight onstraint rules
with variables and fun tion symbols in a limited way. It guarantees de idability and seems
to be adequate for many appli ations. This is a hieved by allowing only domain-restri ted
rules, whi h we introdu e next. In addition, we dis uss two useful extensions for rules
with variables, onditional literals and built-in fun tions.
The basi idea behind domain-restri tedness is as follows. A domain-restri ted program
P an be thought of as being divided into two parts: PDo that de nes domain predi ates
and POt that ontains all other rules. The form of the domain rules PDo is restri ted
in su h a way that they have a unique nite stable model D whi h should be relatively
eÆ iently omputable. All the other rules in POt are then domain-restri ted in the sense
that every variable in a rule must appear in a domain predi ate whi h o urs positively
in the body of the rule. Then P has the same stable models as a subset PD of the ground
instantiation of P where for ea h ground rule the instan es of the domain predi ate are
satis ed by D. Noti e that now it is also possible to use fun tion symbols without losing
de idability be ause the program PD remains nite.
The idea is to employ a sub lass of normal logi programs as rules for de ning domain
predi ates. There are several natural andidates for sub lasses of rules having a unique
stable model, e.g., non-re ursive rules or strati ed rules ould be used. An interesting lass
of domain rules is obtained by onsidering strati ed rules whi h are domain-restri ted in
su h a way that also fun tion symbols an be used without losing de idability [64℄. Here
the restri tion is that all variables that o ur in a rule must also o ur in a positive body
literal that belongs to a stri tly lower stratum than the head in a strati ation of the
domain rules. This is the lass of domain rules supported by the urrent smodels system,
further details an be found in [64℄.
Example 2.12. We illustrate re ursive domain rules with fun tion symbols using the
following example. Consider a relation r given as a set R of ground fa ts of the form
r(x; y) and a 3- oloring problem for a graph for whi h the edge relation is the transitive
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losure of r with ea h vertex v renamed as a term t(v) using a fun tion symbol t. Hen e,
an edge (t(x); t(y)) is in the graph i (x; y) is in the transitive losure of r. The problem
an be formalized as a domain-restri ted program P whi h in ludes the fa ts R and the
rules
d(Y ) r(X; Y )
(10)
t r (X; Y ) r(X; Y )
(11)
t r (X; Y ) r(X; Z ); t r (Z; Y ); d(Y )
(12)
edge(t(X ); t(Y )) t r (X; Y )
(13)
vertex(X ) edge(X; Y ); vertex(Y ) edge(X; Y )
(14)
ol( 1 ) ; ol( 2 ) ; ol( 3 )
(15)
1 f olor(X; 1 ); olor(X; 2 ); olor(X; 3 )g 1 vertex(X )
(16)
edge(X; Y ); olor(X; C ); olor(Y; C ); ol(C )
(17)
where a term beginning with an upper- ase letter, like X; Y , is a variable. For P , PDo
in ludes the fa ts R and the rules (10{15). The domain predi ates are r; d; t r ; ol; edge,
and vertex. Noti e that to guarantee the domain-restri tedness of the re ursive rule (12)
the domain predi ate d(Y ) is needed. Similarly, the rule (17) would not be domainrestri ted if the last body literal ol(C ) were removed be ause then the variable C would
only appear in predi ate olor whi h is not a domain predi ate.
We now turn to two useful extensions. In order to be able to ompa tly write down
sets of literals for weight onstraints, we introdu e the notion of a onditional literal of
the form l : d where l is a literal and the onditional part d is a domain predi ate. Su h a
onditional literal orresponds to the sequen e of all the instan es l0 of the literal l obtained
by making a substitution to l : d su h that for the resulting l0 : d0 , d0 is in the unique stable
model of PDo. For example, the rule (16) ould be expressed using a onditional literal as
1 f olor(X; C ) : ol(C )g 1 vertex(X ) :
Finally, we note that it is straightforward to extend domain-restri ted rules with builtin fun tions. Domain-restri tedness guarantees that the domain over whi h ea h variable
in a built-in fun tion ranges is restri ted by domain predi ates. Thus, oundering problems
are avoided. The set of built-in fun tions supported by the urrent smodels system
in ludes fun tions for integer arithmeti as well as me hanisms for providing user-de ned
built-in fun tions. This allows rules su h as
area (C; W  L) width (C; W ); length (C; L)
0  f omponent (C ) : area (C; A) = Ag  90
where area is a domain predi ate de ned using domain predi ates width and length (giving
the width and length of a omponent) and a built-in fun tion '' for integer multipli ation.
The se ond rule spe i es a subset of the omponents with the sum of areas at most 90.
Note that weights of literals an be expressed using domain predi ates, su h as area(C; A)
above.
3

Complexity

We study the omplexity of two omputational problems related to ground weight onstraint rules: the de ision problem of determining whether a program has a stable model
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and the fun tion problem of omputing a stable model for a program. First we onsider
the ase where no optimize statements are allowed and then extend the analysis to in lude
optimization. Complexity analysis of weight onstraint rules with variables is beyond the
s ope of this paper; however, we point to [64℄ for further information. For the omplexity
analysis we assume that all weights and bounds are integers. For the de nitions of the
omplexity lasses used in the analysis, see e.g. [47℄.
3.1

Rules Without Optimize Statements

First we establish that he king a stable model an be done in polynomial time for a
ground program without optimize statements.
Proposition 3.1. Let P be a nite set of ground weight onstraint rules without optimize
statements and S a set of ground atoms. Then it an be de ided in polynomial time whether
S is a stable model of P .

The set S is a stable model of P i (i) S j= P and (ii) S = l(P S ). Clearly, (i)
an be he ked and the redu t P S an be onstru ted in polynomial time given P and
S . Hen e, it remains to show how to ompute losure l(P S ) in polynomial time. This is
a hieved by an algorithm where a set S 0 (for the losure) is initialized to the empty set
and then the statement
if for some rule h C1 ; : : : ; Cn 2 P S , S 0 j= C1 ; : : : ; Cn , then S 0 := S 0 [ fhg
is repeated until there is no hange is S 0. As the rules in P S are monotoni , the set S
an only in rease until no new rule has its body satis ed. Hen e, the statement an be
exe uted at most r times where r is the number of rules in P S and ea h exe ution an be
a omplished in polynomial time.
Without optimize statements de iding the existen e of a stable model turns out to be
NP- omplete. In lusion in NP is implied by Proposition 3.1. As propositional satis ability
is NP- omplete, for NP-hardness it is suÆ ient to show that propositional models an be
aptured using stable models through a polynomial time embedding. For the embedding
we use a small subset of weight onstraint rules in luding only integrity onstraints with
literals and simple hoi e rules with empty bodies.
Consider propositional models of a set of lauses . They an be aptured as stable
models of a program P whi h ontains for ea h lause a1 _   _ an _ :b1 _   _ :bm 2 ,
the rule
Proof.

not a1 ; : : : ; not an ; b1 ; : : : ; bm

and for ea h atom a that appears in the lause, the simple hoi e rule fag . Now a
stable model of P is a propositional model of  (the atoms assigned true) and vi e versa.
We point out that the embedding an be extended to a general propositional formula ,
i.e., the models of  an be aptured as stable models of a set P of simple hoi e rules
and normal rules [45℄.
Proposition 3.1 and the embedding above establish the following.
Theorem 3.2. De iding whether a set of ground weight onstraint rules without optimize
statements has a stable model is NP- omplete.
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Moreover, the fun tion problem of omputing a stable model is FNP- omplete.
Theorem 3.3. Computing a stable model for a set of ground weight onstraint rules without optimize statements is FNP- omplete.

Proposition 3.1 implies that omputing a stable model is in FNP. For establishing
FNP-hardness we onsider the FNP- omplete problem FSat [47℄ of omputing a satisfying
truth assignment for a propositional formula . This an be redu ed to the problem of
omputing a stable model of the program P apturing the models of .
Noti e that propositional logi an be embedded into normal logi program rules if new
atoms an be introdu ed. This is done by repla ing in the translations above ea h rule
fag with the pair of rules a not a and a not a where a is a new atom. Hen e, it
an be shown that omputing a stable model for a normal logi program is FNP- omplete,
too.
Proof.

3.2

Optimize Statements

When the program ontains optimize statements, we are looking for optimal stable models,
i.e., stable models S of P su h that for any other stable model S 0 of P , S P S 0 where
P is the (lexi ographi ) order of stable models a ording to the optimize statements in
P . Hen e, su h an optimal stable model exists i there is a stable model of the program
obtained by removing all optimize statements.
If we are looking for an optimal stable
model ontaining a given atom, a p2 -hard problem is obtained even for a very simple
form of rules.
Proposition 3.4. De iding whether a set of weight onstraint rules has an optimal model
ontaining a given atom is p2 -hard.

Proof. De iding the truth value of the least signi ant atom p of the lexi ographi ally
largest satisfying truth assignment of a propositional formula  is p2 - omplete [29℄. This
problem an be redu ed to a problem of de iding whether a program has an optimal model
ontaining p for a program P whi h onsists of a set of simple hoi e rules and normal
rules P ( apturing the models of  as its stable models) extended with the maximize
statement
maximize fa = 1g
for ea h atom a in the lexi ographi order.
In fa t, the problem is p2- omplete.

Theorem 3.5. De iding if a set of ground weight onstraint rules with optimize statements has an optimal model ontaining a given atom is p2 - omplete.

Given Proposition 3.4 it remains to be shown that the problem is in p2 for general
weight onstraint rules, i.e., that de iding whether for a set of general rules there is an
optimal stable model ontaining a given atom p an be done in polynomial time using a
polynomial number of NP ora le alls. We establish this by employing an ora le whi h
given a program P (without optimize statements), a minimize statement M , a set of
literals A, and an integer k de ides whether there exists a stable model S of P that agrees
with A su h that w(M; S )  k. By Proposition 3.1 this is an NP ora le.
Proof.
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Assume without loss of generality that all weights are positive and only minimize
statements are used. We rst rewrite the program with optimize statements to a program
P without optimize statements and one minimize statement M as des ribed in Se tion 2.3.
Then we use Algorithm 1 whi h given P and M determines with a binary sear h the weight
of the optimal models using a logarithmi number of ora le alls w.r.t. w(M ). Noti e that
the number of ora le alls an be kept polynomial w.r.t. the original program ontaining a
sequen e of minimize statements M1; : : : ; Mk . This is be ause when rewriting M1 ; : : : ; Mk
into M , it is enough to multiply ea h Mi with i where k = 1 and for i = 1; : : : ; k 1
k i = 2w(Mk )    2w(Mk (i 1) )
in order to satisfy the s aling ondition (9). Then it an be shown that w(M ) = Pki=1 i w(Mi) 
k2k w(M1 )    w(Mk ).
fun tion ndOptimal (P; M )
if there is no stable model of P then
return false
end if
u := w(M )
l := 0
while l < u do
if there exists a stable model S of P su h that w(M; S )  b(u + l)=2 then
u := b(u + l)=2
else
l := b(u + l)=2 + 1
end if
end while

return l.
Algorithm 1: A pro edure for determining the weight of the optimal models.
Now the existen e of an optimal model ontaining p an be de ided with one additional
ora le all testing whether there is a stable model S of P that agrees with fpg su h that
w(M; S )  l.
We nish the se tion by showing that the fun tion problem of omputing an optimal
stable model is FPNP- omplete.
Theorem 3.6. Let P be a set of ground weight rules with optimize statements. Then
omputing an optimal stable model of P is FPNP - omplete.

We begin by showing that the problem is in FPNP. We use the approa h of the
previous proof with the same ora le. We rewrite the program su h that it ontains only
one minimize statement and then use Algorithm 1 to nd the weight l of the optimal
models. Then an optimal stable model an be onstru ted using Algorithm 2 with a linear
number of additional ora le alls.
We prove that the problem is FPNP-hard by showing that the problem Max-weight
Sat an be redu ed to it. If we are given a set of lauses, ea h with an integer weight,
then Max-weight Sat is the problem of nding a truth assignment that satis es a subset
of the lauses with the greatest total weight. The problem Max-weight Sat is FPNPomplete [47℄.
Proof.
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For ea h lause of the form a1 _    _ an _ :b1 _    _ :bm with weight w , reate the
rule
not a1 ; : : : ; not an ; b1 ; : : : ; bm

and for ea h atom a that appears in a lause, reate the rule fag . Finally, add the
maximize statement
maximize fnot = w ; : : : g:
A stable model of this program with maximal weight provides a truth assignment of
greatest total weight. Note that we again use a very restri ted form of rules only.
fun tion optimalModel (P; M; l)
A=;

for ea h atom a in Atoms (P ) do
if there exists a stable model S of P
then

that agrees with A [ fag su h that w(M; S )  l

A := A [ fag

else

A := A [ fnot ag

end if
end for

return A+.
Algorithm 2: A pro edure for onstru ting a stable model S of P su h that w(M; S )  l
provided that su h a model exists
4

Relationships to Other Formalisms

In this se tion we dis uss the relationship of weight onstraint rules and other formalisms.
As our approa h uses ideas from the stable model semanti s of logi programs, we fo us
on the relationship between logi programs and weight onstraint rules. In the end of the
se tion we also dis uss onne tions to propositional logi .
4.1

Normal Logi

Programs and Weight Constraint Rules

First we show that our de nition of stable models is a generalization of the original definition for normal programs by Gelfond and Lifs hitz [24℄. They de ne a set S of atoms
to be a stable model of a set PN of normal rules
h a1 ; : : : ; an ; not b1 ; : : : ; not bm
(18)
if S = l(PNS ), i.e., S is the losure of the redu t
PNS = fh a1 ; : : : ; an j h a1 ; : : : ; an ; not b1 ; : : : ; not bm 2 PN ;
fb1 ; : : : ; bm g \ S = ;g :
A ording to our short hand onventions a normal rule an be seen as a weight onstraint
rule where ea h literal p orresponds to a simple weight onstraint 1  fp = 1g (written
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as a ardinality onstraint 1 fpg below). First, we note that (18) is satis ed by a model S
(in the sense of normal programs) i it is satis ed by S (seen as a weight onstraint rule).
Se ond, we ompare the original redu t PNS of a normal program PN to the redu t PWS of
the orresponding weight onstraint program PW . Note that PWS onsists of rules
h 1 fa1 g ; : : : ; 1 fan g ; l1 fg ; : : : ; lm fg
(19)
where h 2 S and li = 0 if bi 62 S and li = 1 if bi 2 S . Hen e, rules for whi h bi 2 S (li = 1)
for some i annot ontribute to the losure of the redu t and, the only essential di eren e
between PWS and PNS is that the latter an ontain also rules where h 62 S . Thus, it is
straightforward to establish
(20)
l(fh a1; : : : ; an 2 PNS j h 2 S g) = l(PWS ) :
Now we are ready to show that our de nition of stable models oin ides with the original
de nition.
Proposition 4.1. Given a normal program PN , a set of atoms S is a stable model of the
orresponding weight onstraint rule program PW i S = l(PNS ).
Proof. ()) Let S be a stable model of PW . Then S j= PW and, hen e, S j= PN . As l(PNS )

is the least model of PN , l(PNS )  S . Thus, l(PNS ) = l(fh a1 ; : : : ; an 2 PNS j h 2 S g)
whi h implies S = l(PWS ) = l(PNS ) by (20).
(() Let S = l(PNS ) hold. Then S j= PN and, onsequently, S j= PW . Similarly,
l(PNS ) = l(fh a1; : : : ; an 2 PNS j h 2 S g) whi h again implies that S is a stable model
of PW by (20).
As the FNP- ompleteness results for weight onstraint rules and normal logi programs
in Se tion 3 indi ate, there is a polynomial time translation from a set P of weight onstraint rules to a normal program P 0 su h that given a stable model of P 0 , a stable model
of P an be omputed in polynomial time. However, it seems to be non-trivial to nd a
on ise mapping from weight onstraint rules to normal programs whi h is modular, i.e., in
whi h rules are translated independently of ea h other. In parti ular, translating general
weight onstraints seems hallenging but for ardinality onstraints and hoi e onstru ts
modular translations are easier to develop. We illustrate possible translations and related
diÆ ulties by onsidering two simple types of rules.
A naive normal logi program representation of a ardinality onstraint rule
h k fa1 ; : : : ; an g
(21)
onsists of the rules
fh ai1 ; : : : ; aik+1 j 1  i1 <    < ik+1  ng
n . There is a O (n2 ) solution, or more pre isely, a
but the number of su h rules is k+1
solution that needs O(nk) rules using the following idea. Let the atom l(ai ; j ) represent
the fa t that at least j of the atoms in fai ; : : : ; ang, i.e. of the atoms that have an equal
or higher index than i, are in a parti ular stable model. Then, the ardinality rule (21)
an be handled by a rule h l(a1 ; k). The de nition of l(ai ; j ) is given by the rules
l(ai ; j ) l(ai+1 ; j )
l(ai ; j + 1) ai ; l(ai+1 ; j )
l(ai ; 1) ai
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Both of the translations are modular and seem feasible for small values of k. The problem
is that if the set fa1 ; : : : ; an g is big, then even for the quadrati translation the resulting
set of rules is rather large, requiring O(nk) new atoms to be introdu ed. Moreover, the
size of the translation grows towards O(n2) with the value of k.
As another example we onsider simple hoi e rules fhg employed in Se tion 3.1 to
apture propositional models. As indi ated there, we an translate su h a hoi e onstru t
to normal rules by introdu ing new atoms. It turns out that new atoms are ne essary
be ause su h simple hoi e rules allow stable models whi h are not subset minimal, whereas
for normal logi programs the stable models are subset minimal. It is therefore not possible
to translate a program ontaining simple hoi e rules into a normal program without
introdu ing new atoms.
Proposition 4.2. Let  be the lass of weight onstraint rule programs and 0 the lass
of normal programs. Then, there is no mapping from  to 0 that preserves stable models
and does not introdu e new atoms.

To summarize, the omplexity results imply that there is a polynomial time mapping
from weight onstraint rules to normal programs su h that their stable models orrespond.
However, mapping general weight onstraints to normal rules seems hallenging and it is
an open question to devise a ompa t and modular translation.
4.2

Disjun tive Logi

Programs

Extending normal programs by allowing disjun tions in the heads of the rules does not
seem to make it easier to apture general weight onstraints. The main semanti s of
su h disjun tive programs are built on the paradigm of minimal models [18℄. Hen e,
even simple hoi e rules annot be translated to disjun tive rules without introdu ing new
atoms. However, answer sets of general extended disjun tive programs, introdu ed in [37℄
as a sub lass of the logi of minimal belief and negation as failure, allow non-minimal
models [53℄. In this lass of programs negative literals an be used in the heads of the
rules as in weight onstraint rules and hoi e rules an be en oded without new atoms.
Negative head literals are essential here be ause answer sets of extended programs follow
the minimal model paradigm for programs without su h negative head literals.
On one hand, it is thus open how to embed general weight onstraint rules into disjun tive programs using a on ise modular mapping. On the other hand, it is unlikely
that disjun tive programs an be embedded in polynomial time into weight onstraint
rules. This is be ause for minimal model based semanti s of disjun tive programs the relevant de ision problems are omplete for the se ond level of the polynomial hierar hy [17℄
but for weight onstraint rules they are NP- omplete. Hen e, a polynomial time mapping
from disjun tive programs to weight onstraint rules preserving stable models annot exist
unless the polynomial time hierar hy ollapses.
An ex eption of the minimal model paradigm for disjun tive programs is the possible model semanti s [52℄ where non-minimal models are allowed. Under this semanti s,
disjun tive programs an be embedded into weight onstraint rules in a straightforward
manner and spe ial ases of weight onstraints su h as the simple hoi e rules an be
aptured using disjun tive rules [59, 56℄.
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4.3

Propositional Logi

The FNP- ompleteness result (Theorem 3.3) in Se tion 3 indi ates that there are polynomial time embeddings between propositional logi and weight onstraint rules. However,
there appears to be fundamental di eren es in expressivity, i.e., in the ability of one formalism to apture the other. Propositional logi an be embedded into weight onstraint
rules in a straightforward way as shown in Se tion 3. Noti e that the mapping is omputationally easy and modular, e.g., ea h lause an be translated independently of other
lauses.
However, propositional logi does not seem to be able to apture weight onstraint rules
through a on ise, modular translation. In parti ular, we note that the default negation
0 not 0 used in the rules annot be embedded modularly into propositional logi . Consider
a mapping T from logi programs to sets of propositional formulae. We say that T is
modular if for every program partitioned into two disjoint parts P1 and P2 , the program
P1 [ P2 has a stable model if and only if T (P1 ) [ T (P2 ) is satis able.
Proposition 4.3 (Niemela [44℄). There is no modular mapping from the lass of normal logi programs to propositional formulae.

Although there is no modular translation of normal logi programs into propositional
logi , there are more omplex ones [4℄. However, these translations are rather ompli ated
and hide mu h of the stru ture of the original problem, whi h makes them umbersome
to use when modeling. Capturing general weight onstraints rules seems to be even more
non-trivial.
5

Basi Constraint Rules

In this se tion we introdu e an interesting sub lass of ground weight onstraint rules
whi h we all basi onstraint rules. The idea is that they an serve as a \normal form"
for general weight onstraint rules, i.e, we show that any weight onstraint rule an be
aptured by a set of basi rules. Basi onstraint rules play a major role in implementing
general weight onstraint rules. The idea is to develop an eÆ ient implementation for this
kernel language and handle more general rules by translating them to basi onstraint
rules.
Basi onstraint rules in lude two types of rules:
 A weight rule is of the form
h fa1 = wa1 ; : : : ; an = wan ; not b1 = wb1 ; : : : ; not bm = wbm g  w
where all weights w; wal ; wbk are non-negative and it is the short hand for
1  fh = 1g
w  fa1 = wa1 ; : : : ; an = wan ; not b1 = wb1 ; : : : ; not bm = wbm g :
 A hoi e rule is of the form
fh1 ; : : : ; hk g a1 ; : : : ; an ; not b1; : : : ; not bm
(22)
and it is the short hand for
0  fh1 = 1; : : : ; hk = 1g
n + m  fa1 = 1; : : : ; an = 1; not b1 = 1; : : : ; not bm = 1g :
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A weight rule aptures the lower bound ondition for a single weight onstraint. A hoi e
rule en odes a onditional hoi e stating that if the body of the rule is satis ed, then any
subset (in luding the empty one) an be sele ted from the set in the head but if the body
is not satis ed, no subset an be hosen.
We introdu e the following short hand notations for frequently used spe ial forms of
basi onstraint rules.
 A ardinality rule h k fa1 ; : : : ; an ; not b1; : : : ; not bm g orresponds to
h fa1 = 1; : : : ; an = 1; not b1 = 1; : : : ; not bm = 1g  k :
 A normal rule h a1; : : : ; an; not b1 ; : : : ; not bm orresponds to
h fa1 = 1; : : : ; an = 1; not b1 = 1; : : : ; not bm = 1 g  n + m :
 An integrity
f

onstraint

f

a1 ; : : : ; an ; not b1 ; : : : ; not bm

a1 = 1; : : : ; an = 1;
not b1 = 1; : : : ; not bm = 1; not f

orresponds to

= 1g  n + m + 1
where f is a new atom used only in integrity onstraints. Noti e that if a program
ontains su h an integrity onstraint, then it annot have a stable model S su h that
fa1 ; : : : ; an g  S and fb1 ; : : : ; bm g \ S = ;.
Next we show that a weight onstraint rule program an be translated to basi onstraint rules. This an be a omplished by a modular mapping where ea h weight onstraint rule is translated independently of the other rules in the program, su h that the
stable models of weight onstraint rules and basi onstraint rules orrespond. Moreover,
the mapping in reases the size of the program only linearly.
For a set of weight onstraint rules P , its translation tr(P ) is obtained by mapping
ea h weight onstraint rule C0 C1; : : : ; Cr 2 P to a set of basi onstraint rules as
follows. For ea h i = 0; : : : ; r, a onstraint Ci of the form
l  fa1 = w1 ; : : : ; an = wn ; not b1 = wn+1 ; : : : ; not bm = wm g  u
is mapped into two rules en oding whether the lower bound is satis ed ( li ) and the upper
bound is not ( ui ).
l
fa1 = w1 ; : : : ; not bm = wm g  l
(23)
i
u
fa1 = w1 ; : : : ; not bm = wm g > u
(24)
i
where li ; ui are new atoms. If only integer weights are allowed, the latter rule an be
expressed using `' instead of `>', by in rementing u by one2 . Then we add a hoi e rule
and integrity onstraints
fa1 ; : : : ; an g

l ; not u ; : : : ; l ; not u
1
1
r
r
l
l
u
not 0 ; 1 ; not 1 ; : : : ; lr ; not ur
u ; l ; not u ; : : : ; l ; not u
0 1
1
r
r

2 For handling real valued weights it is straightforward to extend the approa h to allow weight rules
with >.
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where the rst one sele ts a subset of the positive literals fa1 ; : : : ; ang in the head onstraint
of the original rule and the last two enfor e that the lower and upper bounds of the
head of the rule hold if the body of the rule is satis ed. Finally negative weights are
eliminated as des ribed in Se tion 2.2.
Example 5.1. The weight onstraint rule
2  fa = 2; b = 3g  4 3  fa = 1; b = 2; not = 3g  5
is translated into the basi onstraint rules:
l
l ; not u
fa = 2; b = 3g  2
fa; bg
0
1
1
u
fa = 2; b = 3g  5
not l0 ; l1 ; not u1
0
u ; l ; not u
l
fa = 1; b = 2; not = 3g  3
1
0 1
1
u
fa = 1; b = 2; not = 3g  6
1
Given a set of ground weight onstraint rules, the translation aptures its stable models
in the following sense.
Theorem 5.2. Let P be a set of weight onstraint rules and tr(P ) its translation to basi
onstraint rules des ribed above. Then for ea h stable model S of P , there is a stable
model S 0 of tr(P ) su h that S = S 0 \ Atoms (P ) and for ea h stable model S 0 of tr(P ),
S = S 0 \ Atoms (P ) is a stable model of P .
Proof. ()) Suppose S is a stable model of P . Let CP (S ) be the set of li and ui atoms for
whi h the body of the orresponding rule (23)/(24) is satis ed by S and let S 0 = S [CP (S ).
Now it is straightforward to show that S 0 j= tr(P ). We show that 0S 0 is a stable model 0of
tr(P ) by establishing that S 0 is the smallest set losed0 under tr(P )S , i.e., S 0 = l(tr(P )S0 ).
First we observe that S 0 is losed under tr(P )S (whi h we0 denote by S 0 j= tr(P )S ).
Moreover, it an be shown that for any S 00  S 0, if S 00 j= tr(P )S , then (S 00 \ Atoms (P )) j=
P S . But then S  S 00 \ Atoms (P ) as S is a stable model of P . Consider a 2 S 0 Atoms (P ),
then a 2 CP (S ) and a 2 S 00 be ause S 00 j=0 tr(P )S0 . This is means that S 0  S 00 and that
S 0 is the smallest set losed under tr(P )S , i.e., a stable model of tr(P ).
(() Suppose S 0 is a stable model of tr(P ). Let S = S 0 \ Atoms (P ). Then S j= P .
Moreover, S j= P S holds. To show that S is a stable model of P it is suÆ ient to establish
that S is the smallest
su h set. Consider a set S 00  S with S 00 j= P S . It an be shown
0

S
that S j= tr(P ) where S  = S 00 [ CP (S 00 ). Now S 0  S  as S 0 is a stable model of tr(P ).
Hen e, S = S 0 \ Atoms (P )  S  \ Atoms (P ) = S 00 implying that S is a stable model of
P.
C0

6

From Weight Constraint Rules with Variables to Basi
Constraint Rules

Our implementation of general weight onstraint programs is based a two-level ar hite ture
where in the rst phase a front-end ompiles a program with variables into a relatively
simple kernel language. The omputation tasks related to the program are then handled
in the se ond phase by an implementation of the kernel language taking full advantage of
its spe ial features.
Our implementation of weight onstraint rules, the smodels system, employs su h
an ar hite ture and uses as the kernel language the basi onstraint rules introdu ed in
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Se tion 5. The main task of smodels is to ompute a desired number of stable models for a weight onstraint program. Given su h a program as input the front-end of
smodels, lparse [63℄, ompiles the program into the kernel language su h that the stable
models are preserved. Then in the se ond phase an implementation of the kernel language, smodels [57℄, is used for ompleting the task, i.e., for omputing the desired stable
models. The algorithm for the kernel language and its implementation are developed in
Se tions 7{8. Below we dis uss the front-end, i.e., mapping rules with variables to basi
onstraint rules.
The urrent smodels system allows strati ed domain predi ates with fun tion symbols
and takes as input domain-restri ted weight onstraint rules with variables, onditional
literals, and built-in fun tions (see Se tion 2.4 and [64℄). However, it supports only integer
weights to avoid problems aused by the nite pre ision of real number arithmeti in
standard programming languages.
The lparse [63℄ front-end instantiates and ompiles weight onstraint rules with variables into basi onstraint rules through four steps as follows.
 During the rst step the program is parsed and a maximal set of domain predi ates
is automati ally dete ted.3
 In the se ond step the domain predi ates are evaluated using database te hniques
by building a strati ation of the rules de ning domain predi ates and evaluating
them one stratum at a time starting from the lowest strata. This gives the unique
stable model of the domain rules.
 In the third step the ground instan es of the rest of the rules are omputed one rule
at a time by essentially evaluating relational joins of the domain predi ates in the
bodies. During this pro ess onditional literals are also extended to sequen es of
literals and built-in fun tions are evaluated.
 The result of the three rst steps (whi h an be interleaved) is a set of ground weight
onstraint rules. In the fourth step these rules are ompiled into basi onstraint
rules using the translation des ribed in Se tion 5.
7

The Algorithm for the Basi Constraint Rules

We now address the problem of implementing our kernel language, the basi onstraint
rules. First, we develop a pro edure for omputing stable models for a program without
optimize statements. In the end of the se tion we show how the pro edure an be extended
to handle optimization. Throughout the se tion we use the term rule to mean a basi
onstraint rule. 4
We take the obvious approa h to omputing stable models and enumerate all subsets
of the atoms in a program and test ea h subset for stability. During the exhaustive sear h
we make use of the properties of the stable model semanti s to prune away large numbers
of subsets. The pro edure is put forth as a ba ktra king sear h algorithm. Sin e we want

3 The front-end lparse supports dire tly the di erent kinds of short hand notations introdu ed in the
paper. For the exa t input syntax, the user's manual of lparse should be onsulted.
4 Our development of algorithms for omputing stable models of basi onstraint rules in Se tions 7{8
is based on [56℄ where more details and proofs of orre tness an be found. The treatment in [56℄ employs
an interesting alternative way of de ning stable models of basi onstraint rules.
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to be able to handle large programs, we avoid onstru ts that require more than a linear
amount of spa e.
At the heart of the algorithm is a set of literals, whi h we name A, that represents a set
of stable models. The atoms in the set A are members of these models and the not-atoms
in the set are atoms that are not in the stable models. It follows that if there is an atom in
A that also appears as a not-atom in A, then the set of models that A represents is empty.
Hen e, our algorithm begins with A as the empty set. It adds atoms and not-atoms to A
and he ks whether the resulting set orresponds to at least one stable model. If it does
not, then it ba ktra ks by removing atoms and not-atoms from A and by hanging atoms
into not-atoms and vi e versa.
The sear h spa e onsists of all possible subsets A of the literals built from the atoms
in the program. It is pruned by dedu ing additions to A from the program using the
properties of the stable model semanti s. For example, if the rule a b; not is in a
program and b; not 2 A, then we dedu e that every stable model of the program that
ontains b but not must ontain a. Consequently, we add a to A. Expanding A an lead
to situations in whi h an atom in A is also a not-atom in A. If su h a on i t takes pla e,
then the algorithm ba ktra ks.
We an prune the sear h spa e some more by wisely hoosing whi h literals we add
to A. A good heuristi helps, but hoosing literals that immediately give rise to on i ts
avoids a lot of ba ktra king. We nd these literals by looking ahead: for ea h literal not
in A we temporarily add the literal to A, expand it, and he k for on i ts.
We explain the algorithm in greater detail in the rest of the se tion.
7.1

The De ision Pro edure

Algorithm 3 displays a de ision pro edure for the stable model semanti s. The fun tion
smodels (P; A) returns true whenever there is a stable model of P agreeing with the set of
literals A. In fa t, the fun tion omputes a stable model and, as will be ome apparent,
it an be modi ed to ompute all stable models of P that agree with A and to handle
optimize statements.
The de ision pro edure alls the four fun tions extend (P; A), on i t (P; A), stop (P; A)
and heuristi (P; A). The fun tion extend (P; A) is used for pruning the sear h spa e. The
basi pruning pro edure of our approa h is the expand (P; A) fun tion expanding the set
A using the fun tions Atleast (P; A) and Atmost (P; A). These two fun tions are developed
in more detail below. In Algorithm 3, extend (P; A) is implemented by dire tly alling
expand (P; A). However, it will later be improved by using a lookahead te hnique. The
fun tion on i t (P; A) dis overs on i ts. It alls the fun tion una eptable (P; A) whi h
will be modi ed when treating optimize statements. For the de ision pro edure it is
suÆ ient to return false. Similarly, the fun tion stop (P; A) will be used for omputing
several stable models and for the de ision pro edure it is enough for it to return true.
After pruning the sear h spa e, on i ts are he ked for and if none are dete ted and
the sear h spa e is exhausted (A overs Atoms (P )), then a stable model has been found.
Otherwise the fun tion heuristi (P; A) is used for omputing a heuristi ally good literal
x that an be in luded in A and the sear h ontinues re ursively overing the two ases,
models agreeing with x and with not x, respe tively.
First, we show that the de ision pro edure works orre tly for any implementation of
extend (P; A), on i t (P; A), and heuristi (P; A) satisfying the following assumptions. Let
A0 = extend (P; A). We assume that
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fun tion smodels (P; A)
A := extend (P; A)
if on i t (P; A) then

return false
else if A overs Atoms (P ) then
return stop (P; A) fA+ is a stable modelg
else
x := heuristi (P; A)
if smodels (P; A [ fxg) then
return true
else
return smodels P; A [ fnot (x)g
end if
end if.
fun tion extend (P; A)
return expand (P; A).
fun tion expand (P; A)
repeat
A0 := A
A := Atleast (P; A)
A := A [ fnot x j x 2 Atoms (P ) and x 62 Atmost (P; A)g
until A = A0
return A.
fun tion on i t (P; A)
fPre ondition: A = expand (P; A)g
if A+ \ A 6= ; then
return true
else
return una eptable (P; A)
end if.
fun tion stop (P; A)
return true.
fun tion una eptable (P; A)
return false.
Algorithm 3: A de ision pro edure for the stable model semanti s
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and that
E2 every stable model of P that agrees with A also agrees with A0 .
The fun tion on i t (P; A) is assumed to satisfy the two onditions
C1 if A overs Atoms (P ) and there is no stable model that agrees with A, then on i t (P; A)
returns true, and
C2 if on i t (P; A) returns true, then there is no stable model of P that agrees with A.
In addition, we expe t heuristi (P; A) to return a literal not overed by A.
E1 A  A0

Theorem 7.1. Let P be a set of rules and A a set of literals. Then, there is a stable
model of P agreeing with A if and only if smodels (P; A) returns true.

Let n (P; A) = Atoms (P ) Atoms (A) be the atoms not overed by A. We prove
the laim by indu tion on the size of n (P; A).
Assume that n (P; A) = ;. Then, A0 = extend (P; A) overs Atoms (P ) by E1 and
smodels (P; A) returns true if and only if on i t (P; A0 ) returns false. By E2, C1, and C2,
this happens pre isely when there is a stable model of P agreeing with A.
Assume n (P; A) 6= ;. If on i t (P; A0 ) returns true, then smodels (P; A) returns false
and by E2 and C2 there is no stable model agreeing with A. On the other hand, if
on i t (P; A0 ) returns false and A0 overs Atoms (P ), then smodels (P; A) returns true and
by E2 and C1 there is a stable model that agrees with A. Otherwise, indu tion together
with E1 and E2 show that smodels (P; A0 [fxg) or smodels P; A0 [fnot (x)g returns true
if and only if there is a stable model agreeing with A.
The key pro edure for pruning the sear h spa e in smodels is the expand (P; A) fun tion whi h employs the fun tions Atleast (P; A) and Atmost (P; A). The idea is that
Atleast (P; A) bounds the stable models of P agreeing with A from below and Atmost (P; A)
from above so that expand satis es the onditions E1 and E2. The fun tion Atleast (P; A)
is built on the on epts of inevitable and possible onsequen es. Based on these we devise
four ways of deriving literals to bound a stable model from below. Then Atleast (P; A) is
de ned to be the least xed point whi h extends A and is losed under derived literals.
De nition 7.2. Let P be a set of rules and let A be a set of literals. For a weight rule
r 2 P of the form
h fa1 = wa1 ; : : : ; an = wan ; not b1 = wb1 ; : : : ; not bm = wbm g  w
and a set of literals B , let
(
fhg if Pai 2B wai + Pnot bi2B wbi  w
min r (B ) =
; otherwise
be the inevitable onsequen es of B . Similarly, for a hoi e rule r 2 P of the form
fh1 ; : : : ; hk g a1; : : : ; an; not b1 ; : : : ; not bm ; let
(
fh1 ; : : : ; hk g \ B if a1 ; : : : ; an ; not b1; : : : ; not bm 2 B
min r (B ) =
;
otherwise.
Proof.
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In addition, for a weight rule r 2 P let
(
P
P
f
hg if ai 62B wai + bi 62B+ wbi  w
max r (B ) =
; otherwise
be the possible onsequen es of B . For a hoi e rule r 2 P let
(
fh1 ; : : : ; hk g B if a1; : : : ; an 62 B and b1 ; : : : ; bm 62 B +
max r (B ) =
;
otherwise.
Set
fP1 (B ) = fa 2 min r (B ) j a 2 Atoms (P ) and r 2 P g
fP2 (B ) = fnot a j a 2 Atoms (P ) and for all r 2 P , a 62 max r (B )g
fP3 (B ) = fnot (x) j there exists a 2 B su h that a 2 max r (B )
for only one r 2 P and a 62 max r (B [ fxg)g
4
fP (B ) = fnot (x) j there exists not a 2 B and r 2 P su h that
a 2 min r (B [ fxg)g:
and
fP5 (B ) =

(

Atoms (P )

;

if B + \ B 6= ;
otherwise

De ne Atleast (P; A) as the least xed point of
f (B ) = A [ B [ fP1 (B ) [ fP2 (B ) [ fP3 (B ) [ fP4 (B ) [ fP5 (B ):
Example 7.3. Let P be the program
a
d
e

b; not
not a
not b

We will ompute A = Atleast (P; fdg). Sin e does not appear in the head of any rule in
P , not 2 A by fP2 . As d 2 A, not a 2 A by fP3 . It follows that not b 2 A by fP4 . Finally,
e 2 A by fP1 . Hen e, Atleast (P; fdg) = fnot a; not b; not ; d; eg.
Lemma 7.4. The fun tion Atleast (P; A) is monotoni in its se ond argument.5
The fun tions Atleast (P; A) extends A without loosing stable models.
Proposition 7.5. If the stable model S of P agrees with A, then S agrees with Atleast (P; A).
Furthermore, we an bound the stable models from above.
5 For the proofs of the te hni al lemmata and propositions in this se tion, see [56℄.
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Let P be a set of rules and let A be a set of literals. For a weight rule
of the form
h fa1 = wa1 ; : : : ; an = wan ; not b1 = wb1 ; : : : ; not bm = wbm g  w
and a set of atoms B , let
(
P
P
f
hg if ai 2B A wai + bi 62A wbi  w
fr (B ) =
; otherwise.
For a hoi e rule r 2 P of the form
De nition 7.6.
r2P

fh1 ; : : : ; hk g

let
fr (B ) =

a1 ; : : : ; an ; not b1 ; : : : ; not bm ;

(

fh1 ; : : : ; hk g if a1 ; : : : ; an 2 B
;
otherwise.

A

and b1; : : : ; bm 62 A+

De ne Atmost (P; A) as the least xed point of f (B ) = Sr2P fr (B )

A .
Proposition 7.7. Let S be a stable model of P that agrees with A. Then, S  Atmost (P; A).
Example 7.8. Let P be the program

not b
a
Then, Atmost (P; ;) = fa; g but Atmost (P; fnot ag) = ;.
It follows that expand (P; A) satis es E1 and E2. The fun
a

tion on i t (P; A) obviously
ful lls C2, and the next proposition shows that also C1 holds.
Proposition 7.9. If A = expand (P; A) overs the set Atoms (P ) and A+ \ A = ;, then

A+ is a stable model of P .
Example 7.10. Let P be the program

a
b

not b
not a;

By omputing A = expand (P; ;) we see that this program has only one stable model.
Namely, Atleast (P; ;) = ; and Atmost (P; ;) = fag. Hen e, not b; not 2 A. Sin e
Atleast (P; fnot b; not g) = fa; not b; not g and sin e Atmost (P; fa; not b; not g) = fag,
A = fa; not b; not g. Therefore, A overs Atoms (P ) and fag is the only stable model of
P.
Example 7.11. The smodels algorithm traverses a sear h spa e onsisting of sets of literals. One an visualize the path the algorithm takes as a tree whose nodes are the sets
and whose edges are labeled with the heuristi hoi es that have been made during the
omputation. By onvention we assume that the algorithm goes down the left bran h
rst. Hen e, the whole omputation orresponds to an in-order traversal of the tree. For
example, in Figure 1 the algorithm rst tries the atom a and experien es a on i t. It
then hanges to not a and tries not b from whi h it ontinues through some unspe i ed
hoi es that all lead to a on i t. After this b is asserted and the hoi e of the atom
ends in a stable model.
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not a

a

not b

b

stable

Figure 1: A visualization of the sear h pro ess
7.2

Looking Ahead

The extend fun tion implemented by expand does a good job of redu ing the sear h spa e.
It makes use of some simple properties of the stable model semanti s to re ne a partially
omputed model. Even if the fun tion only has to satisfy the two general onditions E1
and E2, it is in pra ti e severely onstrained by the small amount of time it an take to do
its work. Sin e the fun tion is alled so often, it must be fast. Otherwise, the algorithm
will not a hieve a eptable performan e on programs with many stable models.
By E2 the extend fun tion must not lose any stable models. It an therefore not
enlarge the partial model A by mu h if there are many stable models agreeing with A. A
slower but slightly better extend fun tion does not help. On the other hand, if a partial
model does not agree with any stable models, then extend should return as large a set as
possible. A slower fun tion is not su h an obje tion then. This di hotomy is addressed
here.
The extend fun tion implemented by expand is a ompromise that sa ri es optimality
for performan e. We want to strengthen it to better handle partial models that an
not be enlarged to stable models. Consider a program P , a partial model A, and an
atom a su h that both expand (P; A [ fag) and expand (P; A [ fnot ag) ontain on i ts,
i.e., on i t (P; A0 ) returns true for A0 = expand (P; A [ fxg), where x = a; not a. If
smodels (P; A) hooses a or not a immediately, then it will return after only two expand
alls. If it does not, then the number of expand alls an be potentially very large be ause
in the worst ase there are no other on i ts and a is hosen as the last alternative in an
exponential number of leaf nodes of a sear h tree.
The literals that instantly give rise to on i ts an be found by testing. We all the
testing pro edure lookahead, as it orresponds to looking ahead and seeing how smodels
behaves when it has hosen a literal. Observe that if the stable model S agrees with the
partial model A but not with A [fxg for some literal x, then S agrees with A [fnot (x)g.
Hen e, we make progress as soon as we nd a literal x that auses a on i t. That is to
say, we an then enlarge A by not (x). In addition, sin e x0 2 expand (P; A [ fxg) implies

expand (P; A [ fx0 g)  expand P; expand (P; A [ fxg)
= expand (P; A [ fxg)
due to the monotoni ity of expand , it is not even ne essary to examine all literals in
Atoms (P ) not overed by A. As we test a literal x, we an dire tly rule out all atoms in
expand (P; A [fxg). We implement lookahead a ording to these observations by rewriting
the fun tion lookahead and extend as in Algorithm 4. Possibly alling expand on the order
of jAtoms (P ) Atoms (A)j times for ea h new literal might not seem like a good idea, but
in pra ti e it has proven amazingly e e tive.
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fun tion extend (P; A)
B := expand (P; A)
return lookahead (P; B ).
fun tion lookahead (P; A)
repeat

A0 := A
A := lookahead on e (P; A)
until A = A0
return A.

fun tion lookahead on e (P; A)
B := Atoms (P ) Atoms (A)
B := B [ not (B )
while B 6= ; do

Take any literal x 2 B
A0 := expand (P; A [ fxg)
B := B A0
if on i t (P; A0 ) then
return expand (P; A [ fnot (x)g)

end if
end while

return A.

Algorithm 4: Looking ahead

The idea that one an use the dete tion of on i ts to prune the sear h spa e has been
presented in the ontext of propositional satis ability he kers by Zabih and M Allester [68℄.
It is interesting to note that they on luded that the pruning method seems promising
but auses too mu h overhead. Modern satis ability he kers avoid the overhead by only
employing lookahead on a small heuristi ally hosen subset of all atoms.
7.3

Heuristi s

The heuristi hoi es that are made in a ba ktra king algorithm an drasti ally a e t the
time the algorithm has to spend sear hing for a solution. Sin e a orre t hoi e brings
the algorithm loser to a solution while a wrong hoi e leads the algorithm astray, great
e ort is often expended on reating heuristi s that nd the orre t hoi es. This seems to
be a bad approa h. A heuristi invariably fails at some point, otherwise it would not be
a heuristi , and then it tries to nd nonexistent solutions when it should be minimizing
the duration of the sear h in that part of the sear h spa e. We will therefore optimize our
heuristi for the ase of no stable models. That is, we will try to minimize the size of the
remaining sear h spa e.
For a literal x, let
Ap = expand (P; A [ fxg)
and

An = expand P; A [ fnot (x)g :
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Assume that the sear h spa e is a full binary tree of height H . A full binary tree is a binary
tree whose paths from the root to the leaves are all of equal length. Let p = jAp Aj and
n = jAn Aj. Then,
n
p
2H p + 2H n = 2H 2 2p++n2
is an upper bound on the size of the remaining sear h spa e. Minimizing this number is
equal to minimizing
n
p
log 2 2p++n2 = log(2n + 2p) (p + n):
Sin e
2max(n;p) < 2n + 2p  2max(n;p)+1
is equivalent to
max(n; p) < log(2n + 2p)  max(n; p) + 1
and
min(n; p) < log(2n + 2p ) (p + n)  1 min(n; p);
it suÆ es to maximize min(n; p). If two literals have equal minimums, then the one with
the greater maximum is hosen as this minimizes 2 max(n;p).
When the best literal x has been found, we have to return one of x and not (x). If
there are no stable models agreeing with A, then it does not matter whi h one. But if
there are stable models agreeing with both A [ fxg and A [ fnot (x)g, then we should
again try to minimize the remaining sear h spa e. Hen e, we return the one that shrinks
the sear h spa e the most.
The fun tion heuristi is shown in Algorithm 5. In an implementation of smodels one
naturally integrates lookahead and heuristi to avoid unne essary work. At the same time
one an take advantage of the fa t that x0 2 expand (P; A [ fxg) implies
jexpand (P; A [ fx0 g) Aj  jexpand (P; A [ fxg) Aj
to evade some of the expand omputations.
Freeman noted in [23℄ that a good satis ability heuristi should hoose the literal that
minimizes the quantity 2H p +2H n, where n and p are omputed using unit propagation
instead of expand . It is again interesting to note that he then on luded that su h a
heuristi is too slow in pra ti e.
Lookahead order
The lookahead fun tion does not test the literals in any parti

ular order. Sin e the fun tion returns as soon as it nds a on i t, it is desirable that it should nd them as
soon as possible. We noti e that in a large program P and for a small set of literals A,
expand (P; A [ fx; yg) probably does not ontain a on i t if expand (P; A [ fxg) does not.
Therefore, if we rst test a literal x and do not nd a on i t and then test another literal
y and nd a on i t, then expanding A [fx; not (y)g will quite likely not lead to a on i t.
Hen e, keeping the literals in a least re ently used order is reasonable. Indeed, it has been
veri ed that it often removes many needless expand alls.
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fun tion heuristi (P; A)
B := Atoms (P ) Atoms (A)
min := 0
max := 0
while B 6= ; do

Take any atom a 2 B
B := B fag
p := jexpand (P; A [ fag) Aj
if p  min then

n := jexpand P; A [ fnot ag Aj

if min(n; p) > min or min(n; p) = min and max(n; p) > max then
min := min(n; p)
max := max(n; p)
if p = max(n; p) then
x := a
else
x := not a

end if
end if
end if
end while

return x.
7.4

Algorithm 5: The heuristi

Sear hing for Optimal Stable Models

Besides sear hing for one stable model, one may also sear h for many, all, or just ertain
stable models. All of these variants an easily be in orporated into the smodels algorithm.
In parti ular, we will deal with the ase of optimize statements, as we must at least
impli itly examine all stable models to nd the smallest or largest one.
We ontrol how many stable models are omputed by alling a fun tion stop (P; A) when
a stable model has been found. If stop (P; A) returns false, then the algorithm will sear h
for the next model. Otherwise, it stops. Sin e returning false from stop is indistinguishable
from returning false from on i t , it is guaranteed that stop is only alled for a eptable
stable models. If stop always returns false, then it will be alled on e for every stable
model of P . Therefore, the fun tion an be used to, e.g., display or ount the models.
We now turn to the optimize statements. Without loss of generality we onsider only
programs ontaining one minimize statement and positive weights:
minimize fa1 = wa1 ; : : : ; an = wan ; not b1 = wb1 ; : : : ; not bm = wbm g:
We let the literals not in the minimize statement have zero weight. Let B be a global
variable that is initially empty. We de ne the a eptable models as models whose weight
is smaller than the weight of B if B is not empty. When an a eptable stable model A+ is
found, we assign A to B . In addition, we let stop always return false. Thus, when smodels
returns, B ontains a stable model of minimal weight if one exists. Otherwise, it is empty.
The orresponding una eptable and stop fun tions are portrayed in Algorithm 6. If we
want to ompute all optimal models, then we ould, e.g., remember all models A in the
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fun tion that are as small as the urrent optimal one, dis arding them if a smaller
model is found.6
fun tion una eptable
(P; A)P
P
P
P
if B 6= ; and a2A wa + not b2A wb  a2B wa + not b2B wb then
return true
else
return false
end if.
fun tion stop (P; A)
B := A
return false.
Algorithm 6: Finding a minimal stable model
stop

8

Implementation of the Algorithm

In the smodels algorithm most of the work, i.e. sear h spa e pruning and omputation
of the heuristi , is a tually done by the expand fun tion whi h is based on the fun tions
Atleast (P; A) and Atmost (P; A). Hen e, developing e e tive implementations for these
fun tions is ru ial for the eÆ ien y of the smodels algorithm. We start by presenting
the basis for an eÆ ient implementation of the two fun tions. More details an be found
in [56℄. Then we show how to optimize the omputation of Atmost (P; A) using strongly
onne ted omponents and sour e pointers. We show how to restri t the set of hoi e
points and dis uss how ba ktra king an be done spa e eÆ iently in smodels .
8.1

Implementing

Atleast (

P; A)

and

Atmost (

P; A)

Fun tions Atleast (P; A) and Atmost (P; A) an be implemented as variations of a linear
time algorithm of Dowling and Gallier [14℄. We will also examine various optimizations
that an be used to improve the implementation and the smodels algorithm.
The basi Dowling-Gallier algorithm omputes the dedu tive losure of a set of de nite
rules in time linear in the size of the set of rules. De nite rules are normal rules not
ontaining any not-atoms, i.e., they are Horn lauses. A variant of the basi algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 7. It follows naturally from one observation and one implementation
tri k. We observe that a dedu tive step is monotone. Namely, if the body of a rule is in a
set of atoms, then it is also in any superset of the same set. Hen e, the order in whi h the
rules are applied does not matter. The tri k is to use a ounter for ea h rule to nd out
when a rule an be used in the dedu tion. The ounters should initially hold the number of
atoms in the bodies of the rules. Every time an atom is added to the losure, the ounters
of the rules in whose bodies the atom appears are de remented. If any ounter rea hes
zero, then the body of the orresponding rule is in the losure and the head of the rule is
put in the losure. The basi algorithm is obviously orre t. An atom is in the losure if
and only if the atom is the head of a rule whose body is in the losure.
The implementation of Atleast (P; A) follows the basi Dowling-Gallier algorithm, but
extends it to handle the four ways a literal an be in luded in Atleast (P; A). We need

6 The urrent implementation of smodels does not in lude su h an extension but is able to nd only one
optimal model.
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pro edure Dowling-Gallier (P )

fInvariant: jbody losurej = ounter and ounter = 0 is equivalent to head 2 losure [
queueg

Initialize the ounter of every rule to the number of atoms in its body
let the queue ontain the heads of the rules in P whose bodies are empty
while the queue is not empty do
remove the rst element from the queue and all it a
if a is not in the losure then
add a to the losure
for ea h rule r 2 P in whose body a appears do
de rement the ounter of r by one
if the ounter of r is equal to zero then
append the head of r to the end of the queue
end if
end for
end if
end while.

Algorithm 7: The basi Dowling-Gallier algorithm

three ounters instead of one: one to keep tra k of how many literals in A appear in the
body of a rule, one to keep tra k of how many literals in A appear negated in the body,
and one to keep tra k of how many heads of still usable rules an atom appears in. For
weight rules, the ounters must keep tra k of the sum of the weights instead of the number
of literals. We note that for eÆ ien y the short hands for normal rules and ardinality
rules are treated separately instead of translating them to proper basi onstraint rules.
More details about this an be found in [56℄.
The dedu tive losure Atmost (P; A) an be omputed in a similar style. However, sin e
Atmost (P; A) diminishes as A grows, one would then have to ompute it from s rat h ea h
time A hanges. If Atmost (P; A) is large and hanges only a little, then a lot of extra work
would be done if it were omputed anew.
We will try to lo alize the omputation by using the basi Dowling-Gallier algorithm
in two stages. Assume that we have omputed the dedu tive losure Atmost (P; A) and
that we want to ompute Atmost (P; A0 ) for a set A0  A. We begin by al ulating a
set B  Atmost (P; A0 ) with the help of a version of the basi Dowling-Gallier algorithm.
Instead of deriving new atoms, this version removes them. After this stage we apply the
basi algorithm to in rementally ompute Atmost (P; A0 ) from B .
The rst stage removes atoms from the losure Atmost (P; A) in the following way. If
it noti es that a rule an no longer be used to derive the atom or atoms in the head of
the rule, then it removes the atom or atoms from the losure. The removal may lead to
the ina tivation of more rules and subsequent removals of more atoms. Sin e there an be
rules that still imply the in lusion of an atom in Atmost (P; A0 ) after the atom has been
removed, the rst stage might remove too many atoms. We therefore need the se ond
stage to add them ba k. SuÆ iently many atoms are removed by the rst stage, as an
atom that is not removed is the head of a rule that is not ina tive. The atoms in the
body of this rule are in the same way heads of other rules that are not ina tive, and this
su ession ontinues until one rea hes rules that imply the in lusion of their heads even if
the losure were empty.
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Figure 2: A visualization of the omputation of Atmost (P; A)
Example 8.1.

The program P

An illustration of the two stages of Atmost (P; A) is shown in Figure 2.
b
b
d
a

a
b

e

a; not f
d
d

is displayed as a graph whose nodes are the atoms and whose edges are the rules that partake in the omputation. The initial state is shown in 2(a) and orresponds to Atmost (P; ;) =
fa; b; ; d; eg. In 2(b) the atom f is added to A = ; and the rule
a; not f be omes
ina tive. The rst stage then removes the atoms , b, d, and e. The se ond stage noti es
that b still follows from b a and adds the atoms b, d, e, and ba k into the losure.
The end result Atmost (P; ff g) = fa; b; ; d; eg is shown in 2( ).
It is possible to optimize the smodels algorithm in various ways. For example, if the
algorithm has dedu ed that an atom an not be part of any model, then one an remove
the atom from the bodies of the rules in whi h it appears. The bodies shorten and any
following traversal of them is faster. Similarly, an ina tive rule an safely be removed
from the lists of the atoms. A redu tion of this type leads only to a small performan e
improvement. Hen e, redu ing a program by removing rules and atoms is best done just
before the heuristi is omputed for the rst time, as one then need not undo the hanges
later.
The implementation of Atmost (P; A) will in the worst ase remove all atoms from the
upper losure before adding them ba k again. If we ould lo alize the omputation of
Atmost (P; A) to small parts of the program, then we ould avoid the worst ase. Next we
present two methods for lo alizing the omputation of Atmost (P; A).
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Figure 3: Lo alizing Atmost (P; A) with strongly onne ted omponents
8.2

Strongly Conne ted Components

Consider the omputation of Atmost (P; A0 ) that starts from Atmost (P; A). It operates on
the graph G = (V; E ) given by V = Atoms (P ) and
E = fha; bi j there is a rule r

su h that a is in the body of r and

b is in the head of rg:

Take an atom a 2 Atmost (P; A). Observe that the only atoms that determine whether a
is removed from the upper losure during the rst stage of the omputation are the atoms
that have a dire ted path to a in G. Hen e, we an lo alize Atmost (P; A) by omputing
both stages inside a strongly onne ted omponent of G before moving on to the rest of
the graph. A strongly onne ted omponent of a dire ted graph is a set of verti es su h
that there is a dire ted path from any vertex in the omponent to any other.
Example 8.2. A partial program is shown in Figure 3(a). The orresponding graph
is shown in Figure 3(b). If we assume that a and b are in the upper losure then the
upper losure is the set fa; b; ; d; e; f; g; hg. If we remove a, then the rst stage of the
omputation of Atmost (P; A) removes all atoms ex ept b and the se ond stage adds them
ba k.
Removing the rules that leave a strongly onne ted omponent results in the graph in
Figure 3( ). The rst stage now removes only the atoms , d, and e.
8.3

The Sour e Pointer

Partitioning a program into strongly onne ted omponents lo alizes the upper losure
omputation to a omponent if the omponent remains in the upper losure. If the omponent is removed, then the omputation spreads to other omponents, perhaps in vain.
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Figure 4: Lo alizing Atmost (P; A) with sour e pointers
We an partly over ome this problem with the help of the following onstru t. For
every atom a, we reate a sour e pointer a:sour e whose mission is to point to the rst rule
that auses a to be in luded in the upper losure. During the rst stage of the omputation
of Atmost (P; A), it suÆ es to only remove atoms whi h are to be removed due to a rule
in a sour e pointer. For if the rule in a sour e pointer does not justify the removal of an
atom, then the atom is reentered into the losure in the se ond stage of the omputation.
Example 8.3. Let P be the program
b
e

not a
b

b
d
e

d
e
not f:

Three pi tures illustrating the sour e pointers and the two stages of the omputation of
Atmost (P; A) are shown in Figure 4. The initial state is shown in 4(a) and orresponds to
Atmost (P; ;) = fb; ; d; eg. In 4(b) the atom a is added to A = ; and the rule b not a
be omes ina tive. The rst stage then removes the atom b, as b:sour e points at the
rule b not a, and the atom , as :sour e points at
b. The se ond stage noti es
that b still follows from b d and adds the atoms b and ba k into the losure. The
sour e pointer b:sour e is at the same time updated to point at b d. The end result
Atmost (P; fag) = fb; ; d; eg is shown in 4( ).
8.4

Redu ing the Sear h Spa e

The heuristi an in prin iple return any atom in Atoms (P ) for a program P . Sin e
smodels (P; A) alls itself twi e for every hoi e point that the heuristi nds, the algorithm
explores at worst a sear h spa e of size 2jAtoms (P )j. Restri ting the hoi e points to a smaller
set ould substantially improve the algorithm.
First we point out that a stable model of a program P is in e e t determined by a
set of atoms that appear in the heads of the hoi e rules or as not-atoms in a y le in a
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dire ted graph G = (V; E ) where V = Atoms (P ) [ P and
E = fhr; ai j a appears in the head of rg [
fha; ri j a or not a appear in the body of rg:
We say that an atom a appears as a not-atom in a y le in the graph if an edge ha; ri is
part of a y le and not a appears in the body of r.
Proposition 8.4. Let P be a program and B the set of atoms that appear as not-atoms
in some y les or in the heads of some hoi e rules. Let S and S 0 be stable models of P .
If S \ B = S 0 \ B , then S = S 0 .

We need a stronger result than that the stable model semanti s makes the atoms in
the set B de ne the stable models. We want smodels to stop sear hing as soon as B is
overed. This holds if we use both Atmost (P; A) and Atleast (P; A) in expand .
Proposition 8.5. Let P be a program and B the set of atoms that appear as not-atoms
in some y les or in the heads of some hoi e rules of P . Let A be a set of literals su h
that Atoms (A) = B . Then, expand (P; A) overs Atoms (P ).

It is easy to make the smodels algorithm ignore hoi e points. We just hange the ost
fun tion of the heuristi . Re all that the heuristi sear hes for the literal x that minimizes
2 p + 2 n for p = jAp Aj and n = jAn Aj, where

Ap = expand (P; A [ fxg) and An = expand P; A [ fnot (x)g :
To limit the relevant hoi e points to B we simply rede ne p and n as
p = j(Ap A) \ B j and n = j(An A) \ B j:
Noti e that we do not really restri t the hoi e points to B . Instead, we guarantee that
if smodels bran hes on a hoi e point, then at least one literal in B will follow when we
prune the sear h spa e. Thus, we retain the greatest possible freedom in hoosing hoi e
points and we an still be ertain that the size of the sear h spa e stays below 2jBj.
Example 8.6. Let P be the program
a

not b
not a

b
d

not :

The set of relevant hoi e points of P is B = fa; bg. The atom d is not in luded as it does
not appear as a not-atom in the program and is not in luded sin e it does not appear
as a not-atom in a y le.
8.5

Ba ktra king

The smodels (P; A) pro edure employs hronologi al ba ktra king. The last literal that is
in luded in a partial stable model is the rst that is removed when a on i t is dete ted.
Sin e we want a linear-spa e implementation of smodels (P; A), we an not store snapshots
of the states of the data stru tures. We must instead store the hanges that take pla e.
It is enough to keep tra k of the hanges to the set A. Generally, the value of every
ounter of a rule is ompletely determined from its previous value, and the previous value
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is ompletely determined by its new value. Hen e, if we during ba ktra king undo the
hanges to A in the opposite order to whi h they took pla e, then we an dire tly ompute
the old values of the ounters.
Consequently, ba ktra king an be implemented with the help of a sta k of size Atoms (P ).
Every time a literal is added to A it is also pushed onto the sta k. We ba ktra k by popping
literals o the sta k and by omputing the orre t values for the relevant ounters.
9

Comparison with other Algorithms

We ompare the smodels algorithm with some advan ed algorithms for omputing stable
models of logi programs and with the Davis-Putnam pro edure [10℄ for determining the
satis ability of propositional formulas.
9.1

Stable Model Algorithms

We begin by des ribing the stable model algorithms and examine the bran h and bound
algorithm of [61℄, the SLG system of [7℄, the mixed integer programming method of [3℄,
the modi ed Davis-Putnam method of [12℄, and the dlv algorithm [21, 22℄.
The bran h and bound algorithm of [61℄ omputes the stable
models of a ground logi program in two stages. In the rst stage the logi program is
simpli ed while the algorithm omputes the well-founded semanti s [66℄ of the program.
In the se ond stage, the bran h and bound stage, all stable models of the logi program
are onstru ted.
Starting with the simpli ed program the algorithm omputes all stable models by
generating smaller and smaller programs from the programs it has already generated.
Two new programs are generated from one program by assuming that an atom, whose
truth value is unknown a ording to the well-founded semanti s, belongs or does not
belong to the stable model that is being onstru ted. The sear h spa e is pruned by
disregarding every newly reated program that is in onsistent or whose partial stable
model is a superset of a stable model that has already been found. Although the algorithm
prunes the sear h spa e quite a bit, it must keep all onstru ted stable models as well as
all partially onstru ted stable models in memory. This indi ates that the algorithm will
ne essarily perform badly if the number of stable or partially onstru ted models is large.

Bran h and Bound.

The SLG system [7℄ supports goal-oriented query evaluation of
logi programs under the well-founded semanti s. It simpli es a logi program during the
query evaluation and produ es a residual program. If all negated literals in the residual
program are ground, then the system an ompute stable models using an assume-andredu e algorithm.
The assume-and-redu e algorithm onstru ts the stable models of a logi program in a
fashion similar to the bran h and bound algorithm. However, the assume-and-redu e algorithm di ers in that it onstru ts one model at a time, nding all models by ba ktra king,
and in that it does not enlarge a partially onstru ted stable model using the well-founded
semanti s. Instead it derives truth values by repeatedly redu ing the program. An atom
that appears in the head of a rule with an empty body is assumed to be in the stable model
and an atom that does not appear in any head is assumed to not be in the stable model.
In addition, the algorithm an with the help of ba kward propagation in some spe ialized
The SLG System.
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ir umstan es derive whether an atom belongs to the stable model or not. This slightly
improves the pruning te hnique.
The mixed integer programming
method of [3℄ omputes the stable models of a logi program by translating the program into an integer linear program, whi h is then used to ompute all subset minimal
models of the logi program. The models are subsequently tested by another integer linear
program and models that are not stable are removed. As the number of minimal models
an be very large ompared to the number of stable models and as the minimal models
must be stored, we on lude that this approa h is very ineÆ ient.
Sin e a logi program an be en oded as a satis ability problem [4℄ and sin e a satis ability problem an easily be en oded as an integer linear program, it is possible to ompute
the stable models of a logi program using only one integer linear program. However, it
would hardly be reasonable to a tually utilize su h a omplex en oding.

The Mixed Integer Programming Approa h.

The Modi ed Davis-Putnam Method. In the modi ed Davis-Putnam method of [12℄,
a logi program is translated into a set of lauses in su h a way that the propagation rules
of the Davis-Putnam pro edure an dedu e as mu h as the Atleast (P; A) fun tion. In
parti ular, the translation needs a literal for every atom and rule in the logi program. In
addition, the Davis-Putnam pro edure is modi ed su h that it only bran hes on literals
that orrespond to rules of the original program. Furthermore, the bran h points are
hosen su h that any model that the pro edure nds is a stable model.
The DeReS system [8℄, whi h implements default logi , is another system that bran hes
on rules instead of on atoms. It does not prune its sear h spa e mu h.

The dlv algorithm of [21℄ omputes stable models for disjun tive
programs. It is based on ba ktra king sear h with pruning similar to smodels . When
it sear hes for stable models of normal programs, it prunes the sear h spa e as the
Atleast (P; A) fun tion. The heuristi is based on using lookaheads but does not ombine information from the lookaheads of an atom and its omplement as smodels does.
This approa h is adopted in a more re ent heuristi [22℄ but there the heuristi value given
by a lookahead is not based on the number of unde ned atoms as in smodels but on the
number of unsupported true atoms and unsatis ed rules.

The dlv Algorithm.

9.2

Comparison

We ompare the bran h and bound algorithm, the SLG system, the mixed integer programming approa h, the modi ed Davis-Putnam method, the dlv algorithm, and the
Davis-Putnam pro edure [10℄ for determining the satis ability of propositional formulas
with the smodels algorithm.
The performan e of the bran h and bound algorithm
deteriorates, due to the amount of memory needed, when the number of stable models is
large. Both the bran h and bound algorithm and the SLG system prune the sear h spa e
less e e tively than smodels . The main di eren e between smodels without lookahead and
the two approa hes is that smodels does not di erentiate between assumed and derived
literals. Hen e, smodels automati ally avoids exploring the parts of the sear h spa e that

The Stable Model Algorithms.
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the bran h and bound algorithm avoids by storing all partially onstru ted stable models
and that the SLG system does not avoid.
The mixed integer programming approa h omputes all minimal models of a logi
program and then tests if these models are stable. This orresponds to a very weak
pruning of the sear h spa e. For instan e, the set of rules
fa1

not b1 ; : : : ; an

not bn g

has one stable model but 2n minimal models.
The modi ed Davis-Putnam method and the dlv algorithm [21℄ do not prune the sear h
spa e using the upper losure. Hen e, they prune less than smodels . It would be quite
easy to integrate the upper losure omputation into the dlv algorithm as it is similar
to smodels . In luding the upper losure omputation into the modi ed Davis-Putnam
method seems to be more hallenging.
We on lude that even without lookahead the smodels algorithm prunes the sear h
spa e signi antly more than the bran h and bound algorithm, the mixed integer programming approa h, and the SLG system. Moreover, the smodels algorithm prunes the
sear h spa e more than the modi ed Davis-Putnam method and the dlv algorithm. As
the pruning in smodels an be eÆ iently implemented, smodels omputes stable models
faster than the other systems for a program that requires substantial sear h in the other
systems.
The Davis-Putnam (-Logemann-Loveland) pro edure [10℄ for determining the satis ability of propositional formulas in onjun tive normal
form has several similarities to the smodels algorithm.
The main di eren e between the methods omes from the di erent underlying semanti s. The stable model semanti s requires that a model is grounded. Hen e, the program
a a has only one stable model, the empty set, while the orresponding propositional
formula :a _ a has two models: fag and the empty set. All other dissimilarities are the
result of this fundamental disparity.
The Davis-Putnam pro edure an prune its sear h spa e in three ways: by the subsumption of lauses, by using the pure literal rule, and by unit propagation. If all truth
assignments that satisfy a lause also satisfy another lause 0, then subsumes 0 , e.g.,
a _ b subsumes a _ b _ : . Subsumed lauses an be removed from a formula without
hanging its set of models. The smodels algorithm has presently no orresponding way
of pruning the sear h spa e. However, testing for subsumed lauses is expensive and
state-of-the-art satis ability he kers only perform subsumption in a prepro essing step.
The pure literal rule removes any lauses ontaining a literal whose omplement does
not appear in any lause. This orresponds to setting the literal to true in a truth assignment. For example, as the literal :a does not appear in
(a _ b) ^ (a _ : );
the pure literal rule makes a true and removes both lauses yielding the model fag. Hen e,
the pure literal rule an dis ard models, and in this ase it dis ards the models fbg, fa; bg,
and fa; b; g. Sin e smodels does not dis ard models, it does not make use of any similar
pruning rule. Moreover, it is open what kind of pruning rules not preserving models ould
be used in the presen e of optimize statements.
The Davis-Putnam Pro edure.
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Unit propagation onsists of unit resolution and unit subsumption. Unit resolution
removes all literals that are false from every lause and unit subsumption removes all
lauses that ontain a literal that is true. In smodels unit propagation oin ides with
forward propagation and with ba kward propagation of rules with false heads. Making
heads without a tive rules false and propagating rules with true heads ba kwards have no
orresponden e in the Davis-Putnam pro edure. Similarly, the upper losure is unique to
smodels .
Lookahead is in part used by modern satis ability he kers. They typi ally only employ
lookahead on a small subset of all possible atoms and they do not avoid testing literals
that follow from lookahead tests of other literals. Their heuristi s take advantage of the
lookahead that they do perform, but not in the sear h spa e minimizing form of smodels .
10

Experiments

In order to study the performan e of the kernel language implementation, the smodels
algorithm, we test an implementation of it, smodels version 2.26 [57℄, on two ombinatorially hard problems: determining propositional satis ability and Hamiltonian y les. We
ompare smodels against dlv [30℄, a state-of-the-art stable model implementation apable
of handling also disjun tive programs. Sin e there are few ompetitive systems for omputing stable models, we ompare smodels with three propositional satis ability he kers:
tableau or ntab [9℄, SATO 3.2.1 [70℄, and satz 215 [34, 33℄. The intention of the tests is
to assess smodels in relation to other general purpose systems, not to ompare it with a
di erent spe ial purpose algorithm for ea h problem.
All tests were run under Linux 2.2.17 on a 1 GHz AMD Athlon omputer with 512
MB of memory and are available at http://www.t s.hut.fi/Software/smodels/tests/
sns01-tests.tar.gz. The durations of the tests are given in se onds and they represent
the time to nd a solution or to de ide that there are no solutions. They in lude the time it
takes to read the input and write the result. The number of hoi e points (bran h points)
des ribes how many times the algorithms use their heuristi s to de ide whi h atom to test
next. Testing was done by hoosing a size parameter and generating 50 instan es for ea h
sele ted value of the parameter. For measuring performan e, we used the average running
time and average number of hoi e points of the set of instan es of the same size. A ut-o
limit of 20 CPU hours was imposed, i.e., a test run on an instan e was interrupted when
the limit was ex eeded, leaving the average running time and number of hoi e points of
that size unde ned.
10.1

3-SAT

The rst test domain is random 3-SAT, i.e., randomly generated propositional formulas
in onjun tive normal form whose lauses ontain exa tly three literals. The problems are
hosen so that the lause to atom ratio is 4:258 + 58:26a 5=3 , where a is the number of
atoms, sin e this parti ular ratio determines a region of hard satis ability problems [9℄.
The three satis ability he kers are all variants of the Davis-Putnam pro edure. SATO
strengthens the pro edure by adding lauses to the problem during the sear h. Every
time SATO arrives at a ontradi tion it stores the negation of the hoi es that led to the
ontradi tion in a new lause. If the length of the lause is less than 20, then it is added to
the set of lauses. This approa h runs into problems if the number of added lauses grows
too big. Tableau or ntab and satz both perform lookahead on a subset of all available
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Figure 6: 3-SAT, average number of hoi e points
atoms, but satz uses a more sophisti ated heuristi . The program satz also does some
prepro essing during whi h it adds lauses to the problem.
We translate lauses in a 3-SAT problem into a set of basi onstraint rules as des ribed
in Se tion 3.1. When we test dlv, we use the rules ai not ai and ai not ai instead
of a hoi e rule fai g .
We test the systems on problems having from 100 to 300 atoms in in rements of 10.
For ea h problem size we generate 50 satis ability problems using a program developed
by Selman [54℄. The test results are shown in Figures 5{6.
The implementation of smodels prunes the sear h spa e more than SATO , dlv, and
ntab , but less than satz . In addition, SATO prunes the sear h spa e least of all. This
indi ates, as one would expe t, that doing lookahead substantially redu es the sear h
spa e. Sin e smodels is not as good at pruning the sear h spa e as satz , it seems that the
heuristi of satz is better than that of smodels . There is, however, a di eren e between
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Figure 7: 3-SAT, hoi e points max/min ratio
how smodels and satz propagate truth values. The satz pro edure makes use of the pure
literal rule. Sin e smodels is designed su h that it an ompute all stable models of a
program, it does not take advantage of this redu tion.
The heuristi of satz is similar to that of smodels . The heuristi of smodels measures
how the set of unde ned literals hanges when we x the truth value of an atom, while
the heuristi of satz measures the hanges in the set of lauses. Let p and n be a measure
of the hange when the truth value of an atom is set to respe tively true or false. Then,
satz maximizes
1024np + n + p
but smodels maximizes min(n; p) and max(n; p), where min(n; p) is more signi ant, i.e.
min(n; p) is maximized rst and if two atoms have equal minimums, then the one with
the greater maximum is hosen (see Se tion 7.3). We refer to these formulas as the ost
fun tions of smodels and satz . In order to determine whether it is the heuristi of satz
that is the reason for the better pruning, we have experimented with variants of smodels
and satz on the 3-SAT problems: satz without the prepro essing step, satz without the
pure literal rule, satz with the ost fun tion of smodels measuring literals and measuring
lauses, smodels with the pure literal rule, smodels with the ost fun tion of satz , and
smodels with both the pure literal rule and the ost fun tion of satz . The results indi ate
that the variants prune the sear h spa e as mu h or slightly less than the original versions
suggesting that the heuristi of satz is better than that of smodels on hard 3-SAT problems.
For studying the tightness of the heuristi s we ompute the ratio between the largest
and smallest number of hoi e points needed to solve a random 3-SAT instan e of a given
size. The results are shown in Figure 7. SATO has the loosest heuristi allowing the
most variation on the number of hoi e points among instan es of the same size. Also
the heuristi s of smodels and ntab seem to lose their tightness as the size approa hes 300
atoms whereas dlv and, in parti ular, satz remain tight.
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10.2

Hamiltonian Cy les

We note that 3-SAT problems orrespond to a very limited sub lass of rules. In order
to study the performan e of smodels with more ompli ated programs involving, e.g.,
re ursive de nitions, we onsider the Hamiltonian y le problem. First, we develop enodings of the problem using logi programs and propositional logi and then dis uss the
experimental results.
A Hamiltonian y le is a y le in a graph visiting ea h node pre isely on e. If G =
(V; E ) is an undire ted graph, then we en ode the Hamiltonian y les of G in a program
as follows. For ea h edge fv; wg 2 E we make an atom ev;w . Sin e the graph is undire ted,
we do not distinguish between ev;w and ew;v . The idea of the en oding is that if ev;w is in
a stable model, then fv; wg parti ipates in a Hamiltonian y le.
We noti e that if v is a vertex of a y le, then there are exa tly two edges in ident to
v that are in the y le. Hen e, we reate the three rules
fev;w1 ; : : : ; ev;wn g

fv; wi g 2 E
fv; wi g 2 E
fv; wi g 2 E

3 fev;w1 ; : : : ; ev;wn g
n 1 fnot ev;w1 ; : : : ; not ev;wn g
for every vertex v of G. We must now avoid stable models that ontain more than one
y le. First we pi k an arbitrary vertex v1 2 V and then we reate the fa t v1 and the
rules
w v; ev;w
fv; wg 2 E and w 6= v1:
(25)
It follows that a vertex v is in a stable model if and only if v and v1 are in the same y le.
Hen e, we an for e the stable models to ontain exa tly one y le by in luding the rules
When testing dlv, we use the

not v
v 2 V:
rules ev;wi not ev;wi

and ev;wi

fv; wi g 2 E , instead of the hoi e rule. We repla e ea h ardinality rule
k fp1 ; : : : ; pn g

with the rules

not ev;wi ,

for

1  i1 <    < ik  n:
In order to get an idea how di erent en odings behave we study an alternative en oding
with normal programs whi h employs a more re ursive de nition7. The idea is to see an
undire ted graph as a dire ted one where the edge relation is symmetri and irre exive.
Given the graph as a set of fa ts ar (v; u) enumerating su h an edge relation, it is
suÆ ient to pi k a vertex v1 2 V , add a fa t start(v1) and rules with variables
fh(X; Y )g start(X ); ar (X; Y )
fh(X; Y )g rea hed(X ); ar (X; Y )
rea hed(Y ) h(X; Y )
(26)
h(X; Y ); h(X; Z ); Y 6= Z
h(X; Y ); h(Z; Y ); X 6= Z
ar (X; Y ); not rea hed(X )
p i1 ; : : : ; p ik ;

7 This en oding was suggested by a reviewer of the paper.
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where predi ates h(X; Y ) and rea hed(Y ) have mutually re ursive de nitions. This should
be ompared to the rst en oding where su h mutual re ursion is avoided: the re ursive
rea hability ondition (25) depends on the sele ted edges but not vi e versa. Now the
resulting program has a stable model exa tly when the graph has a Hamiltonian y le. A
stable model provides a Hamiltonian y le as fa ts h(v; u) true in the model giving the
edges of the y le. For dlv we repla e the hoi e onstru t fh(X; Y )g in the head by a
disjun tion h(X; Y ) _ out(X; Y ). In order to get a ground (variable free) en oding, we
employ dlv using the '-instantiate' option to produ e a ground program from the set
of fa ts giving the edge relation and rules above. The orresponding ground program for
smodels is obtained by simply repla ing the disjun tions in the heads by orresponding
hoi e onstru ts.
We translate the Hamiltonian y le problem into a propositional formula in onjun tive
normal form following Papadimitriou [47℄. The translation en odes a total order on the
verti es of the graph su h that there is an edge between any pair of verti es that are
adja ent in the order. Given the verti es v1 ; : : : ; vn , we use the atom vi;j to en ode that
vertex vi is in position j using the lauses:
vi;1 _    _ vi;n
vi is in some position,
:vi;j _ :vi;k
j 6= k
vi is in at most one position,
v1;j _    _ vn;j
some vertex is in position j , and
:vi;k _ :vj;k
i 6= j
vi and vj are not in the same position.
Then we deny orders that do not orrespond to Hamiltonian y les:
:vi;k _ :vj;k+1modn

fvi; vj g 62 E:

Hen e, if the graph has n verti es, then we need n2 atoms and O(n3) lauses.
One an also reate a more omplex Hamiltonian y le translation that mirrors the
logi program translation. For a graph G and for ea h edge fv; wg 2 E , we make an atom
ev;w . As before, we do not distinguish between the atoms ev;w and ew;v . For a vertex
v 2 V , let the in ident edges be fv; w1 g; : : : ; fv; wn g. We for e the in lusion of at least
two in ident edges by reating the lauses
ev;wi1 _    _ ev;wik
1  i1 < i2 <    < ik  n; k = n 1
and we deny the in lusion of more than two edges by reating the lauses
:ev;wi1 _ :ev;wi2 _ :ev;wi3
1  i 1 < i 2 < i3  n
We avoid multiple y les by pi king a vertex and demanding that there is a path to every
other vertex. For every vertex v, we reate an atom vk , for k = 0; : : : ; n, that denotes
that v is rea hable through a path of length k. We keep the nal onjun tive normal form
en oding small by letting an auxiliary atom tkv;w denote that w is rea hable in k steps and
that v is one step away from w. Thus, the formulas
k = 0; 1; : : : ; n 1;
vk+1 $ tkv;w1 _    _ tkv;wn
tkv;wi $ ev;wi ^ wik
i = 1; : : : ; n, and
v1 _    _ vn
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ensure that there is a path from some vertex to v. Finally, we pi k a vertex v that begins
all paths by reating the lauses v0 and
:w0
w 6= v and w 2 V .
As ben hmarks we use the Hamiltonian y le problem on a spe ial type of random planar graphs reated by the plane fun tion in the Stanford GraphBase [28℄. We test smodels
using three en odings: the rst logi program en oding with ardinality onstraints, its
translation into normal rules, and the re ursive en oding (26). For dlv we use two en odings: the normal rule translation of the rst en oding and the re ursive en oding. The
two propositional en odings are tested using satz and SATO . We generate 50 graphs for
ea h problem size (measured by the number of verti es). For ea h system and en oding we
start from 10 verti es and in rease the size in in rements of two until the ut-o limit (20
CPU hours) is ex eeded by an instan e. All the graphs used in the tests have Hamiltonian
y les.
The results are displayed in Figures 8{9. We observe that the rst satis ability enoding s ales better for both satis ability he kers but satz performs substantially better
than SATO . However, satz s ales worse than smodels and dlv when using the rst logi
program en oding or its translation into normal rules. Apparently, the heuristi of satz
does not work well on these problems and the rapidly growing size of the propositional
en oding reates overhead. For smodels there is little di eren e between the rst en oding
using ardinality onstraints and its translation into normal rules. This seems to be due
to the small size of the sets in the ardinality onstraints (number of adja ent verti es
to a vertex). In fa t, for normal rules the heuristi of smodels appears to s ale slightly
better ompensating the overhead aused by the additional rules needed to en ode the
ardinality onstraints. Using the normal program version of the rst en oding, dlv s ales
worse than smodels and the ut-o limit is met at 50 verti es whereas for smodels it is
rea hed at 68 verti es. For the en oding employing mutual re ursion both systems s ale
worse but the heuristi of dlv works better.
It is pre isely problems of this type that provides us with an in entive to use a stable
model semanti s solver instead of a satis ability he ker. Any problem that one an easily
en ode as a satis ability problem we an just as easily en ode as a logi program using a
modular embedding. The onverse does not hold as dis ussed in Se tion 4.3. It is lear
that the more involved stable model semanti s in urs a omputational overhead. But in
ex hange for the overhead we gain a more powerful language. Hen e, problems that an
be more ompa tly represented by logi programs an still be more qui kly solved with
smodels than with a satis ability he ker.
11

Con lusions

We have introdu ed a novel answer set programming language, weight onstraint rules,
that extends normal logi programs. The generalization is motivated by the need to
represent weight and ardinality onstraints in many appli ations. The language supports
the use of variables and in ludes optimization apabilities. The weight onstraint rules are
given a de larative semanti s generalizing the stable model semanti s of normal programs.
However, the omplexity of omputing stable models for the novel rules is found to be
similar to that of normal programs in the ground ase without optimization.
Weight onstraint rules an be embedded into a sub lass of the language alled basi
onstraint rules in a relatively simple manner. We have developed an implementation of
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the language based on this embedding. It omputes stable models of a weight onstraint
rule program by ompiling the program to basi onstraint rules and by then using an
eÆ ient sear h pro edure, smodels , to ompute stable models of the ompiled rule set.
A major part of this work is the development of the smodels algorithm and its eÆ ient
implementation.
We have ompared smodels with three good satis ability solvers and an implementation of the stable model semanti s for disjun tive logi programs on random satis ability
problems and Hamiltonian y le problems. The best satis ability solver goes through a
smaller sear h spa e than our algorithm when testing on hard random 3-SAT problems.
We have attributed the di eren e to the di erent heuristi s of the pro edures, and have
found indi ations that our heuristi an be re ned to work better. Our algorithm s ales
better than the other systems when it omes to the Hamiltonian y le problem. Sin e the
Hamiltonian y le problem ontains more stru ture, it requires both a good heuristi and
full lookahead before it an be solved satisfa torily. To on lude, the stable model semanti s of weight onstraint rules has a omputational overhead. But the overhead provides
us with a more powerful language. Consequently, problems that an be more ompa tly
represented by the novel rules an be more eÆ iently solved with smodels than with a
satis ability he ker.
In order to develop the weight onstraint rule language to better meet appli ation
requirements, the implementation ould be extended by in luding real-valued arithmeti
and real-valued weights for literals. Further work is also needed for developing more
eÆ ient implementation te hniques for the optimization task. A key to the eÆ ien y of
the smodels algorithm is the use of the one literal lookahead te hnique. Hen e, one an
ask if testing every two literals or every set of n literals would improve the algorithm even
further. The problem is, of ourse, the overhead.
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